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Former Ledger & Times publisher Apperson passes
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Former long-time Murray Ledger &
Times publisher and
Murray and Calloway
County
community
leader Walt Apperson
died this morning.
Apperson.
70.
worked for nearly 36
years in the newspaper
business before retiring
as publisher of the
Ledger & Times in
Apperson
March 2001. Prior to
coming to Murray, he worked as a reporter.

photographer and editor of The Mayfield
Messenger, beginning in 1965. He also
worked for one year in advertising sales at
The Paducah Sun.
A native of Mayfield, Apperson attended
Western Kentucky University on a football
scholarship and received his college degree
there in 1955. While at WKU,he was named
to the All-Ohio Valley Conference football
team and was involved with the Air Force
ROTC on campus.
After finishing college, he was commissioned Second Lt. in the United States Air
Force and served there for three years, most
of which was spent on tour with the 313th
Air Division in Okinawa. He was dis-

charged trom the Air Force as a Reserve
Captain before starting his career in the
newspaper business.
Apperson, along with Jim Lancaster and
family of Gadsden. Ala., and Ray Edwards.
then publisher of The Mayfield Messenger,
and family, purchased the Ledger & Times
in 1973. It was at that time that Apperson
moved from his position as editor of the
Messenger and took over duties as publisher of the Ledger & Times, a position he held
until turning over those duties to current
publisher Alice Rouse on April 1, 2001.
Apperson was also highly involved with
the Murray community. In recognition of his
efforts, he was named Citizen of the Year in

1991 by the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
When Mr. Apperson came to Murray, he
immediately became a member of the community. working in all aspects," said Jo
Burkeen, Community Editor for the Ledger
& Times, who has worked at the Ledger
since August 1946."He wanted to make the
paper one of the best papers in the area."
Over the years. Apperson served as a
member of the lx)ard of directors or as a
member of numerous civic, business and
charitable organizations, including the
Murray Rotary Club; the Calloway County
chapter of the American Red Cross; the
Murray Vu-Tech School; the chamber of

commerce; the Calloway. County Library
board; Union Planters Bank; the Murray-Calloway County Economic Development
Corporation; Leadership Murray: and the
Murray State University President's Club.
He was also a member of First Christian
Church here.
"Walt has always been a mainstay of our
economic development corporation.- EDC
chair Melvin Henley said this morning."We
will greatly miss his services on our board.Apperson was responsible for forming
Murray Newspapers Inc.. and was serving
as publisher when the Ledger & Times' old

•See Page 2

WAR with IRAQ

STANDING GUARD ... U.S. Army Sgt. Mark Phiffer stands
guard duty near a burning oil well in the Rumaylah Oil Fields
in Southern Iraq Wednesday.

Key developments

et
JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times Photo

NO HORSING AROUND ... With horses Topsy, right. and Dancer, along with a near-perfect spring day providing the backdrop,
Murray State University student Tone Burns prepares for a test while sitting against a utility pole in a field at MSU's Equine
Center Wednesday afternoon. Burns is a sophomore from Silex, Mo.

• U.S. troops entered one of Saddam Hussein's presidential
palaces near the city's international airport, which is within four miles
of Baghdad's city gates.
• A U.S. military spokesman said there are "credible signs" that
Iraqi forces are on the verge of collapse.
0,Saddam Hussein urged the Iraqi people to "fight them with your
hands," according to a statement read on Iraqi satellite television.
• An Iraqi surface-to-air missile shot down a U.S. Navy F/A-18C
Hornet, the first American war plane to be taken out during the conflict, military officials said. A search was underway for the pilot.
• A U.S. Army Black Hawk helicopter was downed by small-arms
fire south of Baghdad, killing seven soldiers and wounding four.
Pentagon officials said.
• Rescued prisoner of war Pfc. Jessica Lynch was recuperating at
a military hospital in Germany. After a phone call, her family said she
was "spirited and hungry." One report said Lynch fought fiercely
against the Iraqi soldiers who ambushed her unit.
•President Bush was meeting today with families of Marines from
North Carolina's Camp Lejeune, a base that has absorbed at least
13 of the U.S. casualties suffered in the war.
•Secretary of State Cohn Powell conferred with European counterparts and NATO officials in Brussels, Belgium to seek support for
a primary U.S. role in a postwar Iraq.
•German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder, a vocal opponent of the
war, called for the first time for the removal of Saddam Hussein in a
speech to parliament.
•Other stories can be found on Page 3 of today's Murray Ledger
& Times.
AP

Big Apple to celebrate big milestone
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Call it an evolution through time. Call
it a magical mystery tour.
Call it what you will, but through its
travels the Big Apple Cafe has grown
into an institution when it comes to gathering places frequented by residents of
Murray and Calloway County ... even
though it was not actually located in
Murray but south of the border in
Tennessee.
"That's probably one of the more
interesting aspects of it. We had always
considered ourselves to be part of
Murray even though we were really,
what, 12 or 14 miles away?" said Skip
Chambers, one of the Big Apple's owners whose establishment will honor its
20th anniversary with a huge celebration
bash tonight featuring the music of blues

performer Clarence Dobbins.
"We're Murray people, and we've
always been involved with the community."
And the community, it seems, has
been involved with the Big Apple on
several fronts from-its humble beginnings at a small location in Furyear,
Tenn., to today's continued success at its
new home on Arcadia Circle here.
Started primarily as a place for musical acts, it quickly found favor through
some culinary experiments. Co-owner
Robert Danielson's own creation — the
special bean roll — was the first of
these, thus leading to other items appearing on the menu and turning the Big
Apple into one of the first Mexican-cuisine casual dining establishments in the
area.
"We didn't have expectations one
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Jr. Food Mart #4
1302 Main St.• Murray

CELEBRATING 20
YEARS OF SUCCESS ... Big Apple
Cafe
owners
Robert Danielson
Skip
left. and
Chambers have
seen their creation grow by
leaps and bounds
in 20 years. Here
the two are shown
inside their eating
establishment
located
on
Arcadia Drive in
Murray. The Big
Apple was formallocated
in
ly
Puryear. Tenn.

way or another, really. It Just sort of was
a residual thing," said Danielson, whose
establishment's reputation required little
advertising while attracting a wide array
of customers from Murray State
University students to residents in the
Tennessee towns of Paris and Camden.
"We might send an ad through the university with flyers or something like
that, but that was about it. Pretty much,
it was word of mouth, and it's been
shown in a lot of cases like this that
word of mouth is always the best way to
get your product out ... especially if
you're doing something right."
It seems the name Big Apple has
given birth to success in these parts. The
first Big Apple was actually established
in the 1930s as a burger/barbecue estab-

•See Page 2
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From Front
Fourth Street location was
destroyed by fire during the early
morning hours of Aug. 29, 1981.
The newspaper never missed a
publication, though, and Apperson
oversaw the construction of the
newspaper's current offices on
Whitnell Avenue. The new offices
opened Aug. 29. 1982. the 35th
anniversary of the date the newspaper switched from weekly to daily
publication.
In his profession, Apperson had
been honored numerous times for
his work by state and national
newspaper organizations. He
served as president of the
Associated Press Editors of
Kentucky and as a member of the
board of the Southern Newspapers
Publishers' Association and as a
member of the Kentucky Press
Association.
Apperson is survived by his
wife, the former Rainey Bailey of
Paducah. three daughters, Kate
Apperson Reeves of Murray; Linda
Apperson Henderson of Charlotte.
N.C.. and Emily Apperson Gaddie
of Murray. his mother, Mary Kate
Apperson of Mayfield, one sister.
Barbara St. Aubin of Bethesda.
Md., and three grandchildren.

California health officials
say mystery disease from
Asia is under control

Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
-Phone (270)753-1916
Fax (270)753-1927

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
California. gateway to the Pacific
rim and home to the nation's largest
Asian population. has the highest
number of suspected U.S. cases of a
mysterious new respiratory illness
that first appeared in Asia.
But state and local health officials say the disease is well under
control, and all of those sick with
severe respiratory acute syndrome,
or SARS. are recovering or expected to recover.
"This doesn't seem to be a disease that people are picking up at
the grocery store or at a bus station,"
said Dr. Susan Fernyak of the San
Francisco
County
Health
Department. "It's not time to run out
and buy white surgical masks."
The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention in Atlanta reports
that California has 19 suspected
cases — the most for any state. And
state health officials say they are
investigating another 12 cases.
Of those 31 suspected cases, at
least 17 traveled to southeast Asia in
recent weeks, and three others share
homes with travelers to Asia. No
health care workers have been
infected so far, state health officials
said Wednesday.
Authorities aren't sure why
California's cases appear to be less
virulent than those in Asia, where
most of the deaths — at least 78
worldwide — have occurred.
Femyak said California's cases
may be from third or fourth generations of the germ, which could
weaken each time it is passed along.
Also, the state's different climate
and lower population density may
be factors, she said.
But these are just theories. No
one has conclusively proved what
causes the disease, although U.S.
health officials say they are 90 percent sure it's a new form of the coronavirus, one of the causes of the
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From Front
lishment that catered mostly to
African-Americans but gained
many white customers, too. Its
owner, Bill Rowe. is given high
acclaim in the Murray venue as a
large photo illustration is displayed
toward the front of the current
building.
The Rowe run ended with a fire
in the '50s, leading to several other
businesses being established on or
near the original location up to the
1980s. Then, Danielson, a New
Jersey native, and Chambers, who
hails from Colorado.joined forces,
revived the Big Apple name and
began the success that continues
today.
"Pretty much, it was just
because we liked the name," said
Chambers. "I think the place had
been names like The Apple, Sir
Master's Palace and, right before
we got it, I believe it was even
called the Green Apple. We decided
to go back to the original.
"I reckon.(Rowe) thought a
name like that (associated with
New York City) made it sound really big, like it was an urban area or
something."

AP Photo
UNDER CONTROL IN U.S. ...
Young boy has a surgical
mask put on his face near
Amoy Gardens housing cornlex in Hong Kong, which was
hard-hit by the mystery illness known as Sever Acute
Respiratory Syndrome, or
SARS.
common cold.
The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention has asked local
health departments to help track
down 140 Americans who stayed at
Hong Kong's Metropole Hotel on
Feb. 21 or Feb. 22, the same time a
Chinese doctor who was dying of
the disease was staying there. Most
of those people — 118 — are from
California.
On Tuesday, an American
Airlines flight from Tokyo was isolated on the tarmac at San Jose's
international airport after the captain reported that five people on
board might have symptoms of
SARS.
It turned out to be a false alarm.

MSU Photo

MISS MSU SCHOLARSHIP CONTESTANTS ... Contestants for the 2003 Miss Murray State
University Scholarship Pageant are, front row,from left, Jenny Moss, Camilla Buckingham, Karen
Stolt, Toni Duncan and DeAnn Nil; second row, from left Melissa Bates, Jessica Reed, Maria
Meadows and Amanda Carter; and third row, from left Katie Dunman, Laura Nixon, Jessica
Crockett, Ashley Smith and Jennifer Payne.

Locals compete in scholarship pageant
Two local women are competing in the 2003 Miss
Murray State University Scholarship Pageant. The pageant will be held on Saturday, April 5, at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium on campus. The public is invited to
attend the pageant.
Laura Nixon, a senior communication disorders and
Spanish major from Murray, was nominated to the pageant by Alpha Mu Gamma. She is the daughter of Larry
Nixon and Teresa Nixon. Laura's activities on campus
include membership in Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority. She is also a member of the National Society of
Speech Language and Hearing Association, the Foreign
Language Club and the Residential College Council.
She is a student ambassador for MSU and holds offices
in Phi Eta Sigma and Alpha Chi.
A bassoon and piano player, Nixon has been active in
the Racer Marching Band and the MSU Wind
Ensemble. She also participated in the university's production of "Oklahoma!". Her academic recognition
includes membership in Alpha Mu Gamma. Gamma
Beta Phi, the White Honors Society and the Honors

Quickly, though, the Big Apple
works out pretty well," she added.
— featuring its familiar red apple
The move probably would not
logo with a pre-1950s New York
have happened if not for Murray's
City skyline — became a big thing. voters approving a referendum perliterally and figuratively. Starting
mitting the sale of alcohol at
with a small building, the Big
restaurants in the city in November
Apple underwent significant expan- in 2000. Before that happened. the
sions up until it moved to Murray
establishments south of the state
in 2001. Now, it inhabits what
line prospered from Kentucky resiused to be the English Farms build- dents' business; when the referening. housing twice the dining area
dum passed, though. that business
of the former location and enough
began staying north.
space for a banquet room, two nonThe Big Apple, mostly because
smoking areas and storage space
of its reputation with food, manthat rivals many warehouses.
aged to stay somewhat strong
"Now, we've got this great big
through its Tennessee customers,
building which has its advantages
but it still was not enough to preand disadvantages," said Sally
vent the inevitable.
Leedon, who has served as a cook
"We pretty much had to
at the Big Apple for 18 years, along (move)," said Debbie. "I never
with Robert's wife, Debbie
thought Murray would change, but
Danielson, who's been on board for when it did. so many other places
19 years. -This does give us a lot
opened.
more space for working back here
"Still, it's been good to really be
(the old place had a kitchen estipart of this community now. Even
mated to be no more than 10 feet
though we had a lot of people from
long and maybe four feet wide).
Murray that would go (to Puryear),
And we have been able to get new
we weren't really in the neighborequipment.
hood."
"That does mean serving a lot
That has changed now, but the
more tables, though, so it's a little
features that helped shape its histomore work for us. Still, with both
ry are still the same. It has music,
of us working at the same time, it
having hosted such acts as A.C.

IlingNills
urser

HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
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& Gifts

"Landscaping Made Easy"
Free Design Workshop
Saturday, April 5, 10 a.m.
Bring in your pictures and our nursery
professionals will answer your landscape questions.

HAPPY HOUR
FRIDAY 4-7 P.M.
15% OFF STOREWIDE
Open Mon.-Thurs, 9-6, Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5
4-7

PEEL & EAT WIMP
Butterflied Shrimp, Baked Salmon
and much more.
REL-AIR CENTER • 753-0.140

Program. Nixon is also a Dean's List student.
She is a member of White Residential College on
campus, and plans on attending graduate school after
she receives her bachelor's degree.
Amanda Carter, a sophomore liberal arts major from
Murray, was nominated for the pageant by Alpha
Omicron Pi. She is the daughter of Jim and Debbie
Carter. Amanda's campus activities include membership
in Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority, where she is an
officer, and the Student Government Association.
She is a freshman year leader and a summer orientation leader. A Presidential Scholar, Carter is a member
of the Honors Program, the Regents College Honor
Society, Alpha Lambda Delta and the National Society
of Collegiate Scholars.
Carter was chosen Miss McCracken County in 2002.
She is a member of Regents Residential College on
campus, and is planning on attending law school after
graduation.

JOHN WRIGHT'Ledger 8, Times Photo
AN APPLE A DAY Big Apple Cafe co-owner Robert Danielson
rehashes some of the history of his estabishment by looking at
the Big Apple's first menu from its days in Puryear, Tenn.
Reed (who has played saxophone
for the Rolling Stones among °thus), Warren Haynes (guitarist for
the Allman Brothers Band), the
Kentucky Headhunters, Steve Earle
and legendary songwriter Townes
Van Zandt who penned the country
hit "Pancho and Lefty."
It still features Mexican dishes,
even expanding its horizons to
cajun cuisine. And it also has
another tradition that still lives
today — providing part-time jobs
for students.
"It's been my favorite job so
far." said Chambers' son. Boone.

24, who serves as the establishment's barmaster. He will graduate
from MSU in August with a major
in radio/television."
.Bartending like
I do, you're getting to know a lot
of people, and it's an enjoyable part
of it."
"I had a student that had worked
for us before come in the other day
and tell me the other day. 'This is
the best part-time job there could
be.' That says a lot," said Robert.
"We've always had a great staff. .
and the people that have worked
for us have had fun doing it."
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Pilots prepare for Baghdad battle

AP Photo

ON THE MOVE .. A column of soldiers from the 1st Brigade of the 101st Airborne Division march
in An Najaf, Iraq Wednesday.

'Increasing evidence'
regime has lost control
CAMP AS SAYLIYAH, Qatar
(AP) — The U.S. Central
Command said today there was
"increasing evidence" that Saddam
Hussein's regime had lost control of
its fighting forces and most of the
Iraqi population.
Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks said
coalition forces were approaching
Baghdad, without giving a precise
location. Reporters traveling with
military units said leading elements
were within 10 miles of the capital.
"We certainly are in close proximity to Baghdad," Brooks said.
"There is increasing evidence
that the regime cannot control its
forces or the Iraqi population in
most of the country," he said.
In the first days of the war, which
began March 20, U.S. commanders
had frequently described how .the
regime was losing its authority.
Those assessments ranged from
Iraq's command and control structure being "less robust" than it had
been, to failing to see evidence that
the regime was being controlled
from the top.
Brooks said the U.S. military
was investigating the loss of two of
its aircraft on Wednesday — a Navy
F/A-18C Hornet fighter jet and an
Army Black Hawk helicopter. Both
were believed lost near Karbala.
about 50 miles south of Baghdad.
in
officials
to
according
Washington.
Asked whether the Hornet may
have been hit by a.U.S. Patriot missile, Brooks said there was missile
fire in the area at the time, including
both surface-to-air and surface-tosurface launches.
"It's too early for me to be able
to determine what the cause was,"
he said.
He did not say where the plane
crashed, but Iraqi Information

Minister Mohammed Saeed alSahhaf said an aircraft had been
shot down by Saddam's Fedayeen
forces.
Pentagon officials initially said
the Black Hawk was downed by
small arms fire near Karbala. But
Brooks said:"We don't think it was
a result of hostile fire."
Brooks said there were "some
casualties" from the helicopter
crash. The Pentagon said six
Americans aboard the helicopter
were killed. The Hornet pilot was
missing, and search and rescue
operations were under way, officials
said.
A key question was the fighting
strength of the Republican Guard
units stationed around Baghdad,
which U.S. officials have said were
hit hard.
Brooks said some Republican
Guard had surrendered, including
53 who gave up in the town of Kut.
about 80 miles southeast of
Baghdad. He said a number of
guard units were on the move,but it
was unclear whether they intended
to fight or run.
"Whether (the Republican
Guard) is melting away by deciding
not to tight anymore, or whether it
is repositioning, there is movement,- he said.
Brooks said even though U.S.
forces were near Baghdad. "we
don't think that the fighting is over
yet."
"There are still options that are.
open to the regime, including
weapons of mass destruction. We
take that very seriously," he said.
Brooks said special operations
forces had seized the That That
presidential palace about 56 miles
northwest of Baghdad. Earlier, a
Central Command spokesman said
the palace had been in the vicinity

of Baghdad and near the airport,
south of the capital.
The palace has been used as a
vacation retreat for Saddam and his
sons and is located on a lake that is
a favorite fishing spot for the Iraqi
leader. Brooks said no regime leaders were present when U.S. forces
raided the building.
During the raid, Special
Operations forces encountered sporadic and light resistance from
fighters on the ground. but troops
overwhelmed them, said Lt. Mark
Kitchens, a Central Command
spokesman.
There was no indication Saddam
had been to the palace recently,
Kitchens said.
Brooks said important documents had been seized from the
palace, but he provided no details.
arooks said that Ayatollah
Sayyid Ali al-Husseini al-Sistani, a
Shiite leader who had been under
house arrest in Iraq. had issued a
religious ruling called a fatwa urging-Iraqis not to interfere with coalition troops and to remain calm.
He called it a "courageous statement."
"We are seeing evidence of other
religious leaders who have had
enough of this regime." he said.
Al-Sistani is considered by many
Shiites as grand ayatollah. or
supreme spiritual leader. He has
millions of followers inside and outside Iraq.
Sistani succeeded the late
Ayatollah Abu al-Qassim 1-Khoei
as a spiritual leader after Khoei's
death in 1993.
On Sept. 22, he reportedly issued
a fatwa urging Muslims to defend
Iraq in the face of a potential U S
military attack.

Choice for U.S.: Enter Baghdad or wait
WASHINGTON (AP)— U.S. troops have advanced
quickly to the doorstep of Baghdad, leaving their commanders with a tantalizing choice: Continue the charge
into Saddam Hussein's capital or wait for reinforcements and give Iraqis a chance to overthrow the regime
themselves.
Lead units of the multi-pronged U.S. Army and
Marine assault force were about four miles from the

By KIMBERLY HEFLING
Associated Press Writer
NAJAF. hay (AP) — Saddam
Hussein's face on a sign outside an
amusement park made a perfect target for Lt. Col. Stephen Schiller.
The Army helicopter pilot fired a
rocket through it. then blasted military equipment hidden inside the
park in Najaf.
"We didn't hit any of the rides:.
Schiller boasted on Wednesday.
Since Sunday, Schiller, commander of the 2nd Squadron, 17th
Cavalry Regiment of the 101st
Aviation Brigade, and his team of
24 aviators have taken out targets in
Najaf ranging from a truck full of
missiles to a motorcycle with a side
car.
Their experience learning the
tricks the Iraqis use to hide their
men and materiel could prove valuable as the U.S. military moves into
densely populated Baghdad.
U.S. forces who reach the Iraqi
capital could face hit-and-run
attacks from guerrillas in civilian
garb. with the city's inhabitants
sometimes caught in the crossfire.
Schiller's Kiowa Warrior helicopters worked with infantrymen
from the 101st Airborne Division to
subdue the historic city of Najaf.
The pilots flew low, often 30 feet
above rooftops, and could see
women and children everywhere.
they said. At first, some Iraqi paramilitary fighters were spotted with
tucked-in black shirts. Once they
realized they were being fired at,
they untucked their shirts to blend
in more with the population,
Schiller said.
Later, their combat boots helped
the helicopter pilots identify them
from the air. Schiller said. To avoid
taking fire, the pilots said, they darted quickly in different directions.

AP Phr)tr

BOMBS AWAY! ... Safety tags
hang from a GBU-16 laser
guided bomb hanging from
the wing of an F/A-18C Hornet
as Aviation Ordanance specialsts wheel another bomb
onf the flight deck of the aircraft carrier USS Kitty Hawk in
the Gulf.
They had to be cautious of power
lines, which are highly dangerous to
aviators flying in cities. They took
some small-arms fire, but there was
no serious damage to the cavalry's
fleet of 24 helicopters.
"They're not playing by the

rules.'We play by the rules. It
sounds silly in war, but we'd like to
think they'd stick by the Geneva
Convention and play somewhat
fair," Schiller said.
The aviators — like all American
soldiers — were instructed to avoid
spots of relic!ious or historical significance. such as a huge cemetery
in the city. unless they needed to fire
in self-defense.
Knowing those rules of engagement, the paramilitary fighters hid
in the cemetery. even firing from it.
said Col. Al Ahuja, a senior watch
officer in the 10 1st.
The Kiowa Warrior carries
Hellfire missiles. But it is smaller
than the Apache attack helicopter
and better-equipped to maneuver in
urban environments.
The aviators- said the reception
they got from the Iraqi people was
mostly positive. Some people
waved hello. Others pointed out
where paramilitary forces were hiding.
"I think what surprised me the
most was that some people were
happy to see us. They were jumping
up and down and waving at us. It
makes you feel good knowing you
are wanted here," said Capt. Mark
Faulkner, 30. of Maryland Heights.
Mo.
But some Iraqis were plainly
scared. Some raised their arms in
the air to surrender as the aircraft
flew overhead. Chief Warrant
Officer 4 Robert Keifer, 43, of
Ashland. Ohio, saw "parents with
kids rushing into buildings, thinking
we're going to shoot them when
we're not."
The aviators took out military
equipment such as a vehicle with
mounted weapons. a truck with a
dozen air defense missiles, and
ammunition caches.
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edge of Baghdad, and some soldiers made a brief bray
into a presidential palace near Saddam International
Airport.
Special forces infiltrated some Iraqi command posts
in the Baghdad area during the night, seeking strategic
information, and also secured some bridges and dams to
forestall possible sabotage, according to the U.S.
Central Command.
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Washington Today

Resilience in
Iraq's 'house
of cards'
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Perhaps it is part of what might be
called the post-Gulf War syndrome,
the notion that wars in that area
should be quick and relatively easy,
based on the success of the 1991
conflict there.
Whatever the explanation, many
Americans seemed unprepared for
the resistance Iraqis have mounted
since the overwhelming U.S. air
attacks and rapid ground advances
of the war's first few days.
There was little hint from the
White House in the run-up to the
war that U.S. and British soldiers
would be facing missiles, rockets,
Fedayeen, regular forces,
Republican Guardsmen, well-armed
Baath Party agents, Popular Army
forces, suicide bombers and specialists in fake surrenders. An Iraqi
official said 4,000 Arab volunteers
have arrived to carry out suicide
missions against coalition forces.
Richard Perle, who resigned last
week as chairman of a Pentagon
advisory group, spoke of the Iraqi
regime as a "house of cards," ready
to tumble once the U.S. military
showed up. Kenneth Adelman, a
top arms control aide to President
Reagan. talked about an American
military "cakewalk" in Iraq.
Sharif Ali, a spokesman for the
Iraqi National Congress, an opposition umbrella group, said last summer,"The entirety of Iraq is
opposed to Saddam Hussein." He
specifically included the Iraqi military.
Given the administration's prewar rhetoric. Americans could be
forgiven if, at this stage of the conflict, they had been expecting Iraqis
to be dancing in the streets, welcoming their "liberators" from the
West. Or that there would be vivid
'pictures of U.S. soldiers guarding
newly discovered chemical
weapons stocks.
There are explanations why
these expectations generally have
not been realized. Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said
during the weekend that coalition
forces are busy liberating Iraq and
don't have time to be looking for
Saddam's forbidden weapons.
Officials also have said Iraqis
are not ready to celebrate in areas
where coalition forces have arrived
because they don't know how long
these visitors are prepared to stay.
Can these Iraqis be sure that the
coalition troops won't suddenly
leave and allow Saddam and his
allies to take charge again?
Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks said
Tuesday that Saddarn's grip on the
nation remains too strong for either
the Iraqi military or the common
people to do much.
-It is the regime and the brutality of the regime that keeps many

people from taking the steps that
they would like to take," Brooks
said. "There's treniendous danger in
that, and they know that."
Rumsfeld also said Tuesday
there were signs that ordinary
Iraqis' fear of the regime "is beginning to slip away."
Polls taken in the past few days
show increasing numbers of
Americans believe the Bush administration underestimated the resistance that coalition forces were to
encounter.
That resistance sent stock markets tumbling early last week after
a bullish showing in the first days
of the war.
President Bush seems unfazed
by all this. "I give this pledge to the
citizens of Iraq: We are coming
with a mighty force to end the reign
of your oppressors," Bush said
Monday in Philadelphia.
He still enjoys substantial public
support. There have been American
causalities — an average of about
three per day over 14 days — a relatively small number compared
with past major conflicts. Compare
that with 222 Americans who, on
average, died each day during
World War Il's four years.
Bush and his subordinates may
not have said much before the war
about the sacrifices of taking on
Saddam, but he has not been shy
about advertising the potential
gains, which would go well beyond
getting rid of Saddam and his forbidden weapons.
After it's over, Islamic extremism will have suffered a blow, moderate forces will be emboldened to
speak against them, and Iraq will
have a chance at democratic governance for the first time. Or so the
White House believes.
None of these accomplishments
would happen if Bush were to
adopt a live-and-let-live approach
to Saddam. Of course, there is no
guarantee that Bush's rosy predictions would come to pass even if
coalition forces should capture the
Iraqi leader red-handed.
Right now many Islamic moderates are nervous. Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak said
Monday that if the U.S.-led coalition's war against Iraq drags on,
Islamic militancy will rise across
the world.
"If there is one bin Laden now,
there will be 100 bin Ladens afterward," Mubarak said.
George Gedda has coveredforeign affairsfor The Associated
Press since 1%8.
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Dear Editor,
The average age of an American infantry soldier is 19 years.
He is a short haired, tight-muscled kid who,
under normal circumstances is considered by
society as half man, half boy. Not yet dry behind
the ears, not old enough to buy a beer, but old
enough to die for his country.
He never really cared much for work and he
would rather wax his own car than wash his
father's:- but he has never collected unemployment either.
He's a recent high school graduate; he was
probably an average student, pursued some form
of sport activities, drives a 10-year-old jalopy,
and has a steady girlfriend that either broke up
with him when he left or swears to be waiting
when he returns from half a world away. He listens to rock and roll or hip hop or rap or jazz or
swing and 155mm Howitzers.
He is 10 or 15 pounds lighter now than when he was at home because he is working or fighting from before dawn to well after dusk. He has
trouble spelling, thus letter writing is a pain for
him, but he can field Strip a rifle in 30 seconds
and reassemble it in less-in the dark.
He can recite to you the nomenclature of a
machine gun or grenade launcher and use either
one effectively, if he must. He digs foxholes and
latrines and can apply first aid like a professional. He can march until he is told to stop or stop
until he is told to march. He obeys orders
instantly and without hesitation, but he is not
without spirit or individual dignity.
He is self-sufficient. He has two sets of
fatigues; he washes one and wears the other. He
keeps his canteens full and his feet dry. He
sometimes forgets to brush his teeth, but never
to clean his rifle.
He can cook his own meals, mend his own
clothes and fix his own hurts. If you're thirsty,
he'll share his water with you; if you are hungry,
his food. Hell even split his ammunition with
you in the midst of battle when you run low.
He has learned to use his hands like weapons
and weapons like they were his hands. He can
save your life — or take it — because that is his
job.
He will often do twice the work of a civilian,
draw half the pay and still find ironic humor in it
all. He has seen more suffering and death then
he should have in his short lifetime. He has
stood atop mountains of dead bodies, and helped
to create them.
He has wept in public and in private, for
friends who have fallen in combat, and is
unashamed. He feels every note of the National
Anthem vibrate through his body while at rigid
attention, while tempering the burning desire to
"square-away" those around him who haven't
bothered to stand, remove their hat, or even stop
talking.
In an odd twist, day in and day out, far from
home, he defends their right to be disrespectful.
Just as did his father, grandfather and greatgrandfather, he is paying the price for our freedom.
Beardless or not, he is not a boy. He is the
American fighting man that has kept this country
free for over 200 years. He has asked nothing in

return, except our friendship and understanding.
Remember him, always, for he has earned our
respect and admiration with his blood.
Richmond Beam
Dexter, Ky.
Dear Editor,
In response to those so-called "peace
activists" and the Anti-War Rally at Murray
State two weeks ago,[think most of them are
just misguided liberals. But there are some —
especially those demonstrators in the larger
cities in this country — who are anarchists, former communists or communist sympathizers,
Arab sympathizers, or people who just haven't
matured (no matter their age) and are against all
forms of authority!
Ms. Bighinatti, the rally's organizer, stated,
"This is not an anti-military or anti- American
rally." This is a pile of baloney! Our troops were
already over there or on their way over, and I
can guarantee you they certainly felt these rallies
were against them even to the point of being
traitorous! Being a 28-year veteran of the Army,
that's the way I feel!
This is practically the same reasoning Rep.
Dick Gephardt stated back in September, 1990,
when he said... "what would the president do if
we won't pass legislation he wants to fund the
troops over there ?" At that time my daughter
was with the 101st Airborne( Air Assault) on
the Iraqi border in Saudi Arabia as an Arab linguist in Military Intelligence. Our troops were
sitting over there in the desert — you can imagine how I felt when I heard Mr Gephardt!
Dr. Fuhrmann's letter in yesterday's(March
26) newspaper makes many salient points;
Winston Churchill's constant warning of Hitler's
aims in the mid-1930s, Neville Chamberlain's
"Peace in Our Time" in 1938, and even after the
war in Europe started in September, 1939,
American hero Charles Lindbergh said, "these
wars in Europe are not our wars..."(made me
wonder if he was a Nazi sympathizer since he
did receive a medal from Hitler for his Atlantic
crossing).
Dr. Fuhrmann mentions debate and civilized
discourse is needed now, I do not fully agree on
this — not while our men and women are fighting. We have an all- volunteer military and it is
the best trained, best equipped force in the
world, and it is going against one of the most
evil regimes the world has ever known. To
protest, or even debate on whether or not they
should be there, now that the fighting has started, is traitorous.
Yes. I have very strong feelings on this. I am
an old man and I keep wondering what would
have happened if the Japanese waited until now
to attack us (at the time in 1941 their military
didn't think America would have the resolve to
fight — but oh yes, we certainly did have the
resolve and will to fight!) — would we have that
will and resolve now? I hope so.
I will close now with a quotation from one of
our soldiers in Iraq: "I am proud to be here. I
will (be)coming home, but not until I know that
it's going to be safe for all Americans and for
everyone I love. My family is first. My country
is where they live. I will defend it."

Edwin L. Ailing
Sergeant First Class, USA, Retired
Murray, Ky.
Dear Editor,
Ecclesiastes 3:8 states that there is a "time
for war and a time for peace. In these times of
warfare, we often wonder how we should
respond, and what should be our attitude. We
should turn no further than the Bible for the
answers.
People need to understand God's viewpoint
about this matter. God is not pleased with war,
and He is not happy about bloodshed and
vengeance. But, He is dealing with a world of
people who have a fallen nature that is wicked,
sinful and vile. God battles with people who
oppose him and who fight against Him and His
followers. So, even though He hates war, God is
not against it. There are numerous stories in the
Old Testament of how God used warfare to carry
out His plans, to punish the vile and wicked and
preserve people.
Our responsibilities to our govemment and its
authority are clearly established by God and stated in Romans 13:1-4. Paul writes,"every person
is to be in subjection to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from God,
and those that exist are established by cod_ for
it [the government] is a minister of God to you
for good. But if you do what is evil, be afraid,
for it does not bear the sword for nothing; for it
is a minister of God, an avenger who brings
wrath on the one who practices evil."
Therefore, God ordained the government with
the right to promote good and restrain evil. The
Bible teaches that it is the responsibility of the •
government's leaders to protect the nation
against those who would destroy it. Throughout
Scripture there is evidence that God favors war
for divine reasons and sometimes uses it to
accomplish His will. We don't have to fully
understand it,just accept it and do our part.
The Bible also teaches citizens in the proper
way to respond when their country goes to war.
As stated above in Romans 13:1-4, it is a violation of God's law to refuse to defend our country
if called. Even if we don't actually participate in
the fighting, we are also called to create unity
and harmony within our country. We should support whatever decisions our nation makes, as
long as they don't directly violate the Word of
God. Some citizens protest and march against
war and I understand that is their right to express
their different opinions. However, there comes a
time when our personal opinions are NOT a priority. The only reason we have the freedom to
protest in this country is because thousands were
willing to die for that liberty in the past, and still
today.
Instead of marching and protesting, we
should be supporting our country in this war
effort in any way possible, especially by encouraging and helping the families of our soldiers.
And the most powerful thing we can do for our
nation is to pray. Pray for our President, leaders,
soldiers and even our enemies.
Susan Miller
Malay, Ky.
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Slain soldier joined Army for
college money,found mission

753-8888

753-7000

ROSCOE, Ill. (AP)- Spc. Brandon Rowe the people over there" and believed in the U.S. week after tit A as sent to Iraq, io loiLh he asked
her to urge people to write to a buddy in the unit
joined the Army to help pay for college but mission.
'Walter Lee Apperson
who wasn't getting much mail.
he
reason
the
about
strongly
felt
really
moth"He
his
man,
a
into
grew
and
mission
a
found
Walter Lee Apperson, 70, Chaucer Drive, Murray, died today,
"He was very special. If you knew him, you
was going," Borowski said.
er
Wednesday.
said
Thursday, April 3, 2003. at 5 a.m. at his home. His death followed an illlove hini," she said. "He was funny and
would
Hononegah
of
graduate
2000
a
was
Rowe
Rowe.
thought
Wendy Borowski said she
ness.
by Iraqi gun fire Monday in High School in nearby Rockton, where the he w as sweet- 1 should say 'he is' because he
killed
was
who
Publisher emeritus of The Murray Ledger & Times, he had formerly
is still going to be around me."
Ayyub, Iraq, was the least likely of her four chil- school flag flew at half staff Wednesday.
been editor of The Mayfield Messenger before coming to Murray in
She said he loved playing army as a boy and
and
computers
in
interested
always
was
He
dren to join the service.
1973. He had served in the United States Air Force and was a graduate
"I was so amazed at how he grew and the loved to play video games when he was growing displayed a snapshot of Rowe taken .on his 13th
Western Kentucky University. He was a member and elder of First
strength that he had," she said, sitting on a sofa up, his family said. Visits to his grandmother birthday in which he held up an Airborne T-shirt.
Outside her home, the Airborne division flag
Christian Church, Murray.
in the living room of her home in a subdivision near Pikeville, Ky., Were special.
"One thing that we loved doing was going flew at half staff, beneath a lowered American
Born March 9, 1933. in Mayfield, he was the son of Mary Kate
of this small northwestern Illinois town.
"He was so proud of what he accomplished." down to Kentucky each summer and jumping flag.
Apperson and the late Cleo Apperson. One brother, William Apperson,
Funeral arrangements have not been made
Borowski recalled Rowe, who would have off the cliffs into the river," Brent Rowe said.
preceded him in death.
the family does not know when Rowe's
because
had."
all
we
that
joy
a
was
"That
wardesert
the
her
showing
14,
April
on
21
been
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rainey Bailey Apperson, to whom he
he returned to them.
will
body
and
grandmother
his
to
close
remained
Rowe
late
a
during
issued
been
had
he
gear
fare
was married Dec. 27, 1955; three daughters, Mrs. Kate Apperson Reeves
Also on Wednesday. it seemed nearly the
basic
from
graduation
platoon's
his
missed
Campbell,
Fort
at
apartment
his
to
visit
February
and husband, Dave, and Mrs. Emily Apperson Gaddie and husband,
training at Fort Benning, Ga., because of her entire town of Si. Anne attended a wake at St.
Ky.
Gerald, all of Murray, and Mrs. Linda Bailey Apperson Henderson and
Anne Grade School for Capt. Ryan Anthony
just knew I had to go down there and it had death.
"I
husband, John, Charlotte, N.C.; his mother, Mrs. Mary Kate Apperson,
Beaupre. The 30-year-old died March 21 when
she's
and
him
"I just feel like she's watching
to be then," she said. "1 was just so glad we
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Barbara St. Aubin, Bethesda, Md.; three
CH-46 Sea Knight helicopter crashed in
his
said.
Borowski
helps,"
that
so
him,
with
went."
grandchildren, Kate Kennedy Reeves, Walter Lawton Henderson and
Rowe's father, Milton Rowe of Elkhorn City, Kuwait.
Borowski said she had tried to talk her son
Rainey Ray Caddie.
A Marine honor guard escorted Beaupre's
out of joining the military because she "was Ky., told WYMT-TV in Hazard, Ky., that he had
coffin through his hometown of
tlag-draped
1st.
10
the
joining
of
out
son
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at First Christian Church,
his
talk
to
tried
once
worried about it."
"I said 'Son, why don't you join one of the 1,300 to the school, which closed at noon on
Murray. The Rev. William Homer will officiate. Burial will follow in the
And while she never stopped worrying "Mothers are that way," she said - she took other services." Milton Rowe said. "He said Wednesday. Poems and drawings made by
Murray City Cemetery.
pride in his accomplishments, including his pro- 'Dad, somebody has got to do the dirty. hard schoolchildren and dedicated to Beaupre lined
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 4 to 7 p.m.
the red, white and blue halls.
work.motion to specialist.
Friday.
"I think the kids realize that this is someone
hero.
a
son
his
called
tears,
his
wiping
Rowe,
was
brother
younger
his
said
25,
Rowe,
Brent
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church, 1 1 1
died for their freedom," resident Tammy
who
he
what
doing
was
he
because
hero
a
was
"He
an expert marksman who manned the machine
North 5th St., Murray, KY 42071.
said. "I don't think they realized how
Thomas
we
and
him,
love
"We
said.
he
do,"
to
wanted
Division.
Airborne
101st
the
in
unit
his
gun for
serious war is until this happened."
James Henry (Hank) Cotton Imes
He said his brother was trained for urban war- miss him."
A funeral service was scheduled for 10 a.m.
Borowski said she had a phone message from
James Henry (Hank) Cotton Imes, 4 1/2 months, died Wednesday, fare and fast deployment from helicopters.
Thursday.
one
10,
March
dated
letter
Tenn.
a
and
week
last
Rowe
Nashville,
Hospital,
help
to
"wanted
Vanderbilt
brother
at
his
p.m.
Brent Rowe said
April 2, 2003, at 2:05
He was born Nov. 8, 2002, in Nashville, Tenn.
Survivors include his mother, Amanda Cotton, and father, Matt Imes,
Murray; his grandparents, James and Charlotte Cotton, Eddyville, and
Kenny and Mary Beth Imes, Murray; great-grandmothers, Mrs. Ossie
Cashman, Eddyville, and Mrs. Maxine Beale and Mrs. Martha Farris,
noted that the capture of al-Qaida operations chief
WASHINGTON (AP)-The FBI says terror- bacteria that sickened 751 people in 1984.
both of Murray; two aunts, Mrs. Nancy Feagan and husband, Kevin, ists could use common household items to improYeast, infant formula, sugar, epsom salts, Khalid Shaikh Mohammed has provided fresh
Dunnellon, Fla., and Mrs. Molly Ross and husband, Todd, Murray; one
vise chemical or biological weapons and then hide cheesecloth, blenders, masks and gloves are evidence of the terror network's experiments with
among the items widely available that terrorists such weapons.
them in food.
uncle, John Imes and wife, Shannon, Murray.
Officials at the National Institutes of Health
Using materials available at stores, on the could use to set up a laboratory to make crude
Graveside rites will be today (Thursday) at 4 p.m. at the Murray City
also worried about the threat from botulinuni
are
bulletin
the
weapons.
and
biological
chemical
terrorists
Internet or through mail-order firms,
Cemetery. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham will officiate.
which occurs naturally.
toxin,
by
used
is
the
which
is
plate,
tool
key
agar
A
said.
salmonelgrow
compouatls,
cyanide
make
could
Churchill-Imes Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no
War with Iraq has underscored those fears
to
cultures.
doctors
and
grow
scientists
poithe
distill
or
toxin,
botulinum
and
bacteria
la
visitation is scheduled.
"Large numbers of agar plates can be inoculat- because of past acknowledgment by President
son ricin from castor beans, the FBI said
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Ronald
and harvested by an individual possessing min- Saddam Hussein that Iraq had made 5,000 gallons
ed
Wednesday in its weekly bulletin.
McDonald House, 2144 Fairfax Ave., Nashville, TN 37212.
The memo, sent to 18,000 state and local law imal training," the FBI bulletin says. "These agar of the toxin and loaded it onto bombs and misenforcement agencies, said there is no specific plates could produce sufficient quantities of bac- siles.
Ms. Kittie Lee Lucas
. In addition, the Agriculture Department and
threat or indication that an attack is imminent. But teria to sicken or kill large numbers of people."
Ms. Kittle Lee Lucas, 88, Marion, mother of Sandra Lucas of Murray, it detailed several past attacks using such.
The FBI last week warned that terrorists could Food and Drug Administration are urging the food
died Thursday, March 27, 2003, at noon at Livingston Hospital.
weapons, including an Oregon cult's contamina- make simple chemical and biological weapons industry to increase security because of the
She was former owner of Marion Shoe Store, and a member of Marion
tion of local restaurant salad bars with salmonella with materials available nationwide. That bulletin heightened risk of terrorist attack.
United Methodist Church and Crittenden County Hospital Auxiliary.
Her husband, Maurice Lucas, preceded her in death. •
Survivors include one daughter, Sandra Lucas, Murray; one son,
Sammie H. Lucas, Pamona, N.Y.; one sister. Mrs. Dorothy Renfro, one
stepdaughter, Janell Pyle, and one niece, Debbie Fowler, all of Marion;
"We've maintained all along that ment in the parking lot of the union
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - No but a contract was not reached. We
four grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; two great-grandchildren;
new meetings were scheduled after were the last ones to put a proposal we should be able to reach an agree- hall," he said.
three stepgreat-grandchildren.
(out). That proposal was rejected by
negotiations between USEC
Graveside services were Monday at .10 a.m. at Marion United
the union."
western
in
leaders
union
and
Methodist Church. The Rev. Wayne Garvey officiated. Burial was in the
SPECIALS!
PACE Local 5-550 President
contract
a
without
ended
Kentucky
of
Mapleview Cemetery with Gilbert Funeral Home of Marion in charge
for 300 Min.
S25
TANNING
Leon Owens disagreed, saying the
Wednesday night.
arrangements.
(lotion included)
(41
More than 600 union members at lack of progress is discouraging to
PERMS 540 & Up
Certificates
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion the work force and to the communiMrs. Barbara Ann Baker
HIGHLIGHTS $25 & Up
Across from Sirloin
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8
The funeral for Mrs. Barbara Ann Baker will be today (Thursday) at Plant went on strike Feb. 4 saying ty.
Stockade
Talks to end the strike, which is
the company's salary increases will
WOMEN'S KWIKKUT$10
2:30 p.m. at Cuba Church of Christ. Will McSweeney will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Robert Crosslin, Will Ed Clark, George Cates Jr., not offset increases in health care in its 59th day, were moved to
Walk-ins Welcome
Bobby McClain, Keith Ray, Gail Dobson, Donald Poyner and Donnie costs. USEC Inc. owns the nuclear Nashville in an attempt to bring
Call 753-1682
leaders from both sides together.
waste plant.
James. Burial will follow in the Cuba Cemetery.
Southside Shopping Center • Murray
Representatives from both sides Both Stuckle and Owens said the
Visitation is now at Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield.
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
had mixed opinions on the progress move accomplished that, but Owens
Mrs. Baker,68,Cuba, died Monday, March 31, 2003, at 11:25 a.m. at
*Open Late by Appointments
Methodist University Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
that was made since the talks said he is even more discouraged
She was a teacher and school administrator in the Graves County
moved to Nashville, Tenn., on now because even with the leaders
present, no progress was made.
School System for 40 years. She was a member of Cuba Church of Tuesday.
Owens said he does not know
Christ.
USEC spokeswoman Elizabeth
Her father, Jack Harper, preceded her in death.
Stuckle said both parties "moved where or when the next talks will
Survivors include her husband, James A. Baker, to whom she had
closer together in their positions, take place.
been married for 47 years; one son, Jeff Baker, her mother, Mrs. Pauline
Hays Harper, and an uncle, John Hays, all of Cuba; two aunts, Mrs.
Robbie Padula, West Port, Conn., and Mrs. Margaret Johnson,Cuba;four
State Assistance Available
grandchildren.
NOW TWO LOCATIONS
TO SERVE YOU!

Terrorists may try to improvise chemical, biological weapons

No contract after more negotiation talks

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

WEE CARE
S.113VII
90€34agev

IDO

WEE CARE TOO
dc.JJd.es
2.02

"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"

We Service An Major Appliances

753-1586
212 East Main St.• Murray. KY

EMIR BUILT GARAGES, INC.
15 Years In Business
Perry Warren. Manager

(270) 674-5530 • Melber. KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:

EZ
kHOUT T&XES.
HOWEVER. DECIDING WHERE TO

EAT
edde dellteute ae
CATFISH DINNER
HALF PRICE 2.49
Thur... Fro

SEAFOOD

Sat. Huh

Our Catfish comesfrom
Purchas,e Area Aquaculture Co-op,
tot-any grown

Cornpleteiy Erected Inc uchng Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpecter Boat Ali Oualav kallenals

A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
I. Self-supporting 2x6
with wire mesh
trusted rafters 2 ft. O.C.
B. 12- footing
J. 1/2' plywood/O.S.B.
C. Polyurethane
K. Seal down shingles
under concrete
L. Overhang covered
D. Anchor bolts in
M. Overhead steel
concrete
door
n.
E. Treated bottom
N. Steel service door
plates
0. 2x4 fascia
F. Constr. gr.
aluminum covered
studs
P. 2x10 headers
G. 7116 O.S.B.
•
0. 4x4 raised curb
underssding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding
We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w hardboard siding
$4.225
1 1 2 CAR 112/120/
$5025
2 CAR 118x201
S5.325
LARGE CAR 122x221
55.525
2 12 CAR 124x241
$6.125
LARGE 2 12 CAR (24x30)
S7.425
LARGE 3 CAR (3000)

Deluxe Models - whit sidIng
$4725
1 1 2 CAR (12%201
55.325
2 CAR (18x20)
$5 725
LARGE CAR (22x22)
55 825
2 1 2 CAR 124x241
$6 625
LARGE 2 12 CAR (24x30)
$7875
LARGE 3 CAR 130001

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT - CALL US - WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD

*sre alsmus ettelostote aioalcd.
700 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-9383

1-24 EXIT 16
270-898-7301

PADUCAH, KY
1-800-599-USEVV

NO INTEREST, NO PAYMENT, UNTIL JAN. 2004

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren, Owner

THERE'S NOTHINC

ONE TIME OFFER
April 4th & 5th
PFAFF Sewing Machine Co.
is giving FREE, a $2,000
software to anyone who buys
a new PFAFF
embroidery machine. W.A.C.

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Built - Bu Or Rent To Own,

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is youl

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind. As g. 8285.27 + 0.21
42.60 - 0.62
Air Products
67.00 + 0.06
Anthem
11.18 + 0.07
AOL Time Warner
- 0.25
AT&T
23.65 + 0.30
Bell South
40.17 + 0.03
Briggs & Stratton
22.15 + 0.18
Bristol M'ers Squibb
51.62 - 0.09
Caterpillar
64.83 -0.25
Chevron Texaco Corp
10.18 + 0.03
Daimler Chrysler
43.90 - 0.01
Dean Foods
46 61 - 0.09
Exxon-Mobil
7.86 + 0.11
Ford Motor
+ 0.10
27.15
Electric
General
4.71 + 0.10
General Motors
16.95 0.26
GlaxoSmithKline ADR
14.58 - 0.08
Goodrich
5.56 + 0.15
Goodyear
Court Square. Murray, KY 42071
770-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-f
- *.liaka.41,Font maitets
unc- once ,Anci,arled

th.arreb

Add‘t,onal nformaton avadabit of,reque%t

HopFed Bank*
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonald%
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico. Inc.
Pfizer. Inc
Schering-Plough

prices as of 9 a.m.
15.55 B 15.75 .A
82.24 + 0.78
40.86. 0.26
17.50 - 0.02
13.54 .0.09
22.70 + 0.10
14.21 - 0.09
46.44 - 0.33
25.9I + 0.19
20.34 + 0.06
0.80
8.901

Sears
Union Planters
S Bancorp
t.ST
Wal-Mart

12.35 '0.13
17.97 - 0.21
24.96 • 0.27
26.92 0.30
19.58 - 0.22
27.85 + 0.34
44.44 + 0.37

"Boston-Ewing investment Group '

LYONS
4A-LHILJARD
JAL HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
MEMBER NFV11 YORK MOCK

XCNAKOCit AND SIN:
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Legal representative will be here
PADUCAH, Ky. — A representative from the Paducah Office of
Kentucky Legal Aid will be present
at the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center. Murray. on
Thursday. April 10, at 8:30 a.m.
This visit will be to provide legal
services for senior citizens needing
assistance if a prior appointment has
been made.
No fees will be charged to individuals aged sixty (60) and over in
accordance with the Title III grant
regulations,
Services are provided on a some-

what limited basis in 6%11 (noncriminal) law and public benefit
cases for qualifying individuals and
cases.
Any person who would like to
consult with a legal representative.
will need to call 753-0929 and make
an appointment with the director of
the senior citizens center by noon
the' day before the representative is.
scheduled to be here.
If no appointments are made,
then a legal representative will not
be available. Kentucky does not certify legal specialties.

Daylight saving time
will start this Sunday

Wedding

It's that time again! Sunday, April 6, at 2 a.m.,
daylight saving time will begin.
Before going to bed Saturday night be sure to set
your clocks and watches one hour ahead as we spring
forward. That way we tvon't be an hour late to
church on Sunday.
This will give us another hour of daylight in the
afternoon and early evening for outside work and
recreation.
Daylight saving time will continue until the last
Sunday in October when we wiU fall back one hour.

Jo's
Datebook 'Country Breakfast' planned
By Jo Burkeen

Pageant now accepting applications
FRANKLIN.
Ky.
-Applications from around the state
are now being taken for contestants
for the Miss Kentucky Model
Pageant and Talent Search USA
which will be held
.
at the Goodnight
Auditorium in Franklin coming up
soon.
The pageant is open to all young
ladies ages 9-24 from around the
state. The winners will represent
Kentucky at the national Miss U.S.
Model Pageant.
The talent competition is open to
both male and female ages 8-25.
Talent can be vocal, dance, instru-

mental, acting, magic etc.
Contestants could be selected to
be pan of the USA performance
team and compete in Hollywood,
Calif., next October at the World
Championship of Performing arts.
This national televised event will
have contestants from 41 countries
around the world.
For applications and information
call 1-615-230-5972 or e-mail at
MissUSModeICPyahoo.com.
Persons can also download the entry
form from the web site at
www.MissUSModel.com and click
on Kentucky.

International buffet will be held
Murray State University's international students will host an international buffet on Sunday, April 6,
from 1 to 3 p.m. in Winslow
Cafeteria on the campus of MSU.
The community is invited to

A "Country Breakfast" will be served at Bethel
United Methodist Church on Saturday, April 5, from
6:30 to 9:30 a.m. Sponsored by the United Methodist
Women, the breakfast will feature sausage, bacon, eggs, biscuits, gravy, etc.
A love offering will be accepted.
Community
Editor

WASHINGTON, D.C. — With Campbell appreciate the overan overwhelming display of patriot- whelming show of support they are
ism and support for Operation Iraqi receiving at home."
Freedom
overloading
"On the Home Front" was
the
Pentagon's mail system with letters recently announced by President
and care packages, Congressman Ed Bush and offers a number of ways
Whitfield
joined
with
the for citizens to express their gratitude
Department of Defense on Tuesday to troops. including:
in announcing alternative suggesDonate to Operation.USO Care
tions for constituents who are look- Package
at
ing to support troops fighting over- www.usocaresorg/home.htm
seas.
"Kentucky's First Congressional
Donate long-distance calling
District is 100 percent behind our cards so service members can teetroops,"
said
Whitfield. phone their families via Operation
"Unfortunately, mass mailings and Uplink at www.operationuplinkorg
care packages put an incredible
Send an online greeting at anystrain on the Pentagon's mail sys- servicemember.navy.mil
or
tem."
www.operationdearabby.net
The coilKessman added "the
Donate gift certificates to millnew Defense Department program, tary dependents in need at
'On the Home Front.' allows www.comnimssaries.com
Americans to show their support in
Other
resources
arc
at
ways that are most needed by our www.usafreedomcorps.gov
and
soldiers. I know the men and defendamericamil
(click
on
women deployed from Fort "Support our Troops").

An Old School Wrestling Match will be Saturday, April 5, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray High School. Tickets are on sale for $5 at West View Nursing
Home. All proceeds will go to Relay for Life.

MHS Spring Sports Kickoff Sunday
Murray High School Spring Sports Kickoff will be Sunday, April 6, at 2
p.m. in the high school cafeteria. Baseball, softball, track, tennis and swim
team members will be introduced. Refreshments will be served. All parents,
students and supporters of MHS sports are encouraged to attend.

Shrine club meeting will be tonight

Mr. and Mrs. Derek Scott Hopkins

come and experience cultural dishes
prepared by students from all over
the world. Entertainment will also
be provided by Murray State's international students.

New ways to show support given

Old School Wrestling Saturday

Mary Susan Orr and Derek Scott Hopkins, both of Murray, were married
Monday, Nov. 18, 2002, at Sugar Creek Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Darrell Walker officiated. Karen Johnson was organist.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Orr of Hazel and Mrs.
Donna Tyler of Buchanan. Tenn. .
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hopkins of Benton and Mr.
and Mrs. Dexter Scott of Murray.
Stacey Mott of Hazel was the honor attendant. Bridesmaid was Holly
Harding of Buchanan. Tenn.
Flower girls were Haley Mott and Lauren Mott of Hazel.
Bobby Hopkins of Benton was bestman. Groomsman was Keith Hopkins
of Murray.
Ushers were Jason Walker of Dexter and Hal On of Murray. Ring bearers were Bryce On and Curtis On of Murray.
A reception followed at the church.
The bride received her associate nursing degree from Paducah
Community College. She is now a Registered Nurse at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The groom is attending Murray State University and is working as night
manager at O'Reilly's Auto Parts.

The Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of The Nile will meet tonight, April
3, at 6:30 p.m. at the club building on St. Rt. 121 North. This month's meeting will include members of the Divan and Rizpah in Madisonville. All
members are encouraged to attend. A meal will be served.

Tater Day pageant on Saturday
Little Miss and Mister later Day Pageant will be Saturday, April 5, at II
a.m. at Benton Middle School Gym. Categories for girls will be 0 to 18
months, 19 to 35 months, 3 to 4 years, 5 to 7 years and 8 to 13 years.
Categories for boys will be 0 to 35 months. For information call 1-270-3958123 or 1-270-527-9370 after 5 p.m.

Elderly Brothers to be at Glory Bound
The Elderly Brothers composed of a group of nine persons between the
ages of 61 to 78 will be featured at the Glory Bound Entertainment
Thursday, April 3, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee House,
Chestnut Street, just east of Ryan Milk Company. There is no admission,
but a love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry of Goshen
United Methodist Church. Joe Lawrence, coordinator, said a taped portion
of Glory Bound can be heard over Radio Station WNBS on Saturday, April
5, from 10 to 11 a.m.

Center board meeting on Thursday

Birth

The board of the Calloway County Family Resource Center will meet
today, April 3, at 4 p.m. at the office of Calloway County Board of
Education. The public is invited.

Julia Caroline McClard
Mr. and Mrs. Brian W. McClard of Murray are the parents of a daughter,
Julia Caroline McClard, born on Thursday. March 27. 2003. at Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville. Tenn.
The baby weighed seven pounds nine ounces and measured 20 1/4 inches. The mother is the former Stephanie Caroline Carraway A brother is
Brent Thomas McClard, 3 1/2.
Grandparents are Thomas Ralph and Carolyn Carraway and Gary and
Carol McClard.
Great-grandparents are Merrell Coleman and Robbie Huey.

Mother to Mother

to meet Friday

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Friday, April 4, at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library, 710
Main St. Murray. Refreshments and door prizes will be featured. Pregnant
moms(and dads) as well as former breastfeeding moms of any age are welcome. For information call Kim Jastremski, C.L.E.C., at 759-4746.

Narcotics Anonymous to meet Thursday
Murray Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action will meet tonight,
April 3, at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St.,
Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For information call
753-8419.

Thank you fflurray!

Alpha Sigma Alpha event Friday
Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority at Murray State University will sponsor "Picnic Lane" on Friday, April 4, from II a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Quad,
center of MSU campus. BBQ plate lunches and Picnic Lane cups as souvenirs will be sold. All proceeds will benefit Forget-Me-Not organization
which provides free counseling for child abuse victims and their families.
For information call 753-1100.

Fish fry events planned at St. Leo
During the Lenten season, St. Leo Catholic Church will host a fish fry
each Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Parish Center.

Watercolor workshop at Art Guild
"Experimenting with Watercolor," a workshop conducted by Norma
Lewis, former artist laureate of Clearwater, Fla., will be Monday and
Tuesday, April 7 and 8, at the Murray Art Guild. Participation is limited and
deadline for application is April 4. For information and reservation call 7534059.

'Me EssentialDay Spa
has been named one of the
Fastest Growing Salons in the nation for
the second consecutive year by
Salon Today magazine.

Special stress class is scheduled
Photo provided
FROM US TO YOU ... Junior Girl Scout Troop #1218 has
worked on a badge Do-it-yourself and has built a dog house
and donated it to the Animal Shelter. Pictured are Girl Scouts.
front. Megan Morgan. left, Janine Ochoa. Shelby Eldridge.
Erica Greer and right. Emily Scott. Ashley Wyatt, Brooke
Paschall and Samantha Miller.

1311 JOHNSON BLVD. • 767-0760

4g13.1--firla

ta At C•zutyrp

ass size is limited SO Sign
UP early Class must be
prepaid to ensure seat
ichtxxlal siblings get 15%
A snack witl be provided

753-2780
_Asiovirogo

Budget Committee of Murray Middle School Site-based Decision
Making Council will meet today, April 3, at 3:15 p.m. in the art room. The
meeting is open to the public.

Vegetable 4-Packs Only 99¢
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plants are also
available on the
south side of
Murray at...
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For Your Convenience

'Lagniappe's
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"That little something extra"
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•
www.personalizedpots.com

MMS Committee plans meeting

Dayfight Savings Special Ihree says Ort%!

Coining In April! 10 AM - Iktoon Foch Doy
MONDAY (APRIL 7) - BOWL OF FUN!
Pick from 4 different styles of cereal bowls and paint it for you to eat from! $15
TUESDAY (APRIL 8) - WE ALL CHIMED IN!
Sculpt your own wind chimes out of clay list of a 2 part class)
WEDNESDAY(APRIL 9)- COLOR WHEEL FUN!
Learn about the theory of Color and the Color Wheel
Use complementary colors and paint a 6" door plaquet $15
THURSDAY(APRIL 10)- MONET & ME
Learn about the master painter Monet and paint a plate in his style $15
FRIDAY (APRIL 11) - CHIMED IN - PART 2
Paint your handmade wind chimes.

A Reflexology Certification Class is scheduled for Saturday, May 17, in
the Ohio room of Murray State University Curris Center. For information
call 753-8522.

t 739-0690

MCCH participating in American Heart Association NRCPR
Cardiovascular disease continues
to be the leading cause of death in
the United States. To help improve
outcomes of cardiac arrest, the
American Heart Association is
sponsoring a National Registry of
Resuscitation
CardioPulmonary
(NRCPR).
The National Registry of
Resuscitation
CardioPulmonary
(NRCPR) is a national database of
in-hospital resuscitation events
sponsored by the American Heart
Association and managed by TriAnalytics, Inc. Initiated in 2000, the
NRCPR is the largest registry of its
kind with over 20,000 events.
The mission of the NRCPR is to
provide an efficient and consistent
means for hospitals to effectively
collect and analyze resuscitation
data, thereby equipping them to
evaluate equipment, resources, and
training, improve practices, and ultimately save lives.
Developed by nationally recognized experts in emergency medicine and cardiology, the PC-based
reporting instrument is based on the
Utstein-style guidelines for reporting hospital resuscitation, which

makes it easy
collect
to
consistent,
relevant data
from medical
records.
The system is software - based
and all data is
kept strictly
confidential,
complying
with ICAHO
standards for
Roberts
monitoring
performance in resuscitation events
as well as HIPAA compliance.
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital is one of seven hospitals in
Kentucky and one of 300 hospitals
in the United States and Canada participating in the NRCPR.
During the Western Regional
Association of the Kentucky
Association for Healthcare Quality
on March 21, Robin Roberts,
regional manager II, ECC Programs.
for the American Heart Association.
discussed the national registry and
the benefits to hospitals participat-

ing in the registry.
"The system will help us to identify opportunities for improvement
in our treatment of patients who
experience cardiac arrest." said
Mary Sue Hubbard. PCS PI
Coordinator and Chairman of the
Care of the Patient Committee at
MCCH.
"The registry will provide us the
ability to compare ourselves against
other similar hospitals to ensure
measurable results for performance
improvement purposes," Hubbard
said.
The registry will help hospitals
involved save time and money and
will help to initiate the best resuscitation practices based on data. It is
another opportunity for MurrayCalloway County Hospital to provide the best and safest care available to patients in this region.
• "We are excited about this opportunity to achieve even better care
outcomes for our patients," said
Hubbard.
For more information on
NRCPR. call 1-888-820-3282. You
can also visit NRCPR online at
www.NRCPR.org.
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Hearing Test
Set For Senior
Citizens
3 Days Only
Beltone
825 Paris R. • Mayfield, Ky.
Hearing Test Performed By
Beltone Factory Technician

I
I

Tues.
April 8th

Wed.
April 9th

Thurs.
I
I April 10th

9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Call for an Appointment:
Call Toll Free 866-733-4327
3 Days Only. Come and meet the factory representative, to answer
any questions regarding hearing loss or hearing aids.
r •-•

iM

•I1

!FREIE
AUDIOMETRIC/TESTING
Find out what you are hearing and what you are
not. FREE adjustment of your hearing aid
to maximize its performance.

Photo provided

TEACHERS MEETING...The Murray High School Chorus, directed by Brad Almquist, presented
a program at the recent meeting of Calloway County Retired Teachers Association. A luncheon
was served compliments of the Murray City Schools. The next meeting of the CCRTA will be
Monday, April 7, at 11:30 a.m. at the Murray State University West Kentucky Exposition Center.
A light luncheon will be served. President Arvin Crafton urges all eligible retirees to attend.

I

VFLIE.E.

Mailing tips listed for Operation Iraqi Freedom
BY JENNIFER DOOM
Murray Postmaster
The Murray Post Office realizes
the stress and worry experienced by
people with loved ones in the war,
and wants to help minimize that, as
much as possible, when dealing
with preparing mail to go to loved
ones overseas.
The US Postal Service wants to
remind citizens that certain conditions and restrictions apply when
mailing items to military and civilian personnel deployed to Operation
Iraqi Freedom in the Middle East
and Persian Gulf areas.
There may be size restrictions
and customs declaration form
requirements to some locations, as
mail going through the Military
Postal Service Agency (MPSA)can
be subject to the host country's customs requirements.
While there are specific restrictions for each five-digit military
post office zip code (APO/FPO),
generally speaking. it is prohibited
to mail the following to this region:
'Obscene articles — (prints,
paintings, cards, films, videotapes,
etc.) matter depicting nude or seminude persons, pornographic or sexual items, any matter containing religious materials contrary to the
Islamic faith, or non-authorized
political materials, and
Pork or pork by-products.
•
Restrictions are updated every
other Thursday at www.isps.com.
Customers may also obtain information by calling I-800-ASK-USPS,
or by visiting their local post office.
Addressing Tips: Both the DoD
and the Postal Service require that
those who'send mail use the service

member's full name,(with or without rank or rating), unit and
APO/FPO address with the ninedigit ZIP Code (if one is assigned)
and a return address. For packages,
mailers are asked to print on one
side only with the recipient's
address in the lower right portion.
Packaging Tips: It's a good idea
to keep the following in mind to
ensure that packages are delivered
promptly and in good condition:
'Extreme Temperatures: Desert
Temperatures typically exceed 1(X)
degrees.
'The Box: Select a box strong
enough to protect the contents and
large enough to accommodate cushioning. If reusing a box, cover all
previous labels and markings with a
heavy black marker or adhesive
labels.
'Cushioning: Cushioning the
contents with newspaper is a novel
way to send news from home.
Styrofoam and bubble wrap are also
good choices. Close and shake the
box. If it rattles, add additional
cushioning to keep items from shifting.
•Batteries: Occasionally a battery
powered item will turn itself on during shipment. Be sure to remove and
wrap batteries separately.
'Sealing: Tape the opening of the
box and reinforce all seams with 2
inch wide tape. Use clear or brown
packaging tape, reinforced packing
tape or paper tape. Do not use cord,
string or twine as it causes the package to get caught and possibly damaged in sorting equipment.
"Include a card describing the
contents, listing the shipper and
recipient's address. Occasionally,

improperly wrapped packages fall
apart during shipment. This card
will help collect contents of boxes
that have fallen open during processing, and possibly prevent articles found loose in the mail from
being sent to Mail Recovery
Centers.
According to the Military Postal
Service Agency(MPSA),depending
on where the service member .is
located, letters and Priority Mail
parcels to Kuwait normally take I()
to 15 days.
Parcel Post packages take longer
since they travel a different route
within the U.S. prior to overseas dispatch.
The time to delivery varies
depending on the category of mail
and the country destination.
Delivery may also take longer when
armed forces are on the move and
during periods of heightened activity.
The Department of Defense
(DoD) is urging the general public
not to send unsolicited mail, care
packages or donations for service
members forward deployed unless
they are a family member, loved one
or personal friend.
Although they provide an excellent means of boosting morale, they
also provide an avenue for potential
danger to the very troops they wish
to support. These items will also be
competing for limited space use,d to
transport supplies, equipment, and
mail from family and loved ones
The DoD recommends visiting
www.defendamerica.mil. and clicking on the "Support our Troops"
icon to get information about alternative ways to show Your support.

VIDEO EAR INSPECTION
Your otoscope exam may reveal such problems as:
Excessive wax buildup, Eardrum Damage, or
Fluid accumulation in the middle ear.
Coupon expires April 11, 2003

Not good with other discounts
a

MONEY BACK TRADE-IN
Do you have hearing aids you can't use? Bring in any:
'hearing aid and we will credit the amount up to $500
each on our top of the line Digital Hearing Aids.
Limit 2 Hearing Aids
Not good with other discounts

Coupon expires April 11, 2003

a

Si ZOO aft
Present this coupon to receive
$1200.00 off the suggested retail price
of a Digital Hearing System.(2 hearing aids)
I

Coupon expires April 11, 2003

Not good with other discounts

I.

Introducing the Beltone °rid"
Our newest, most
advanced digital hearing
aid, designed for the
way you live.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%

Ask About Our 90 Day Exchange Program.

(April, 2003)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3O0°. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Not good with other discounts

Coupon expires April 11, 2003

Owner Beverly Eldridge, Faye Hurt, Amy Houston and Freda Steely

Why pay for a
hearing aid you've
never heard of
cost
when a Bettone
more.
no

Pc/lone
Serving You Since 1942

The Staff of

E
A CUT ABOV
customers

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

says thanks to all our
for a fabulous first year in business!

Ad #99ANN006

1617 Hwy. 121 Bypass North • 767-0098

HEARING AID SERVICE
Center for Hearing Excellence
825 Paris Road • Mayfield, KY
Call Toll Free: 866-773-4327 • 270-251-0844
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Coaches get another title shot
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Roy
Williams thinks Kansas vs. Syracuse for the national title has a
nice ring to it.
That
way,
Williams figures,
either he or
counterpart Jim
Boeheim
will
finally shed the
label of being
one of the best
coaches never to
win an NCAA
Boeheim
championship.
"If we make it to the final
game, at least one guy's going to
leave with some of that load off
of his shoulders," Williams said
Wednesday during a conference
call for the Final Four coaches.
Kansas plays Marquette in the

followed
by Syracuse against Texas.
Williams and Boeheim have a
combined 42 years of experience
as head coach at their respective
schools. They have 1,068 victories and 36 NCAA Tournament
appearances between them, but no
national championships.
Both men have been this close
more than once before. Boeheim
has lost two national championship
games, while Williams made it to
the Final Four three times previously. including last year.
Williams insists that the prospect
of going 0-4 in Final Fours doesn't add any pressure for him.
"I do have a goal and dream
of winning a national championship at Kansas, and we try very
hard to he in position to do it all
ttiAt sernitittal Saturday.

the time," he said. "Still, we has cut said. "I think he feels similar to
done it, but I still feel my life is me. that as long as he can conpretty darn good, and if I coach tinue feeling good about himself
for another 15 years and have and his players feel good about
some similar success that we've him and the people at Syracuse
had the first 15, I'll feel lucky feel good about the way he runs
regardless."
the program, the fact that you win
Williams. a former North Car- a national championship isn't going
olina assistant, has won more than to change any of that."
80 percent of his games as a DiviBoeheim will return to the
sion I head coach, ranking him Louisiana Superdome, where his
ahead of all other active coaches. Orangemen lost a 74-73 heartKansas lost in the 2002 semi- breaker to Indiana in the 1987
finals to eventual national cham- final. Keith Smart was the hero
pion Maryland. The Jayhawkslother that year, hitting a baseline jumper
Final Four appearances under with four seconds left after DerWilliams came in 1991 and 1993. rick Coleman missed the front end
Boeheim is in his 27th season of a 1-and-1 for Syracuse.
with Syracuse, having won about
Asked if he found it "weird"
75 percent of his games.
to be he headed back to the Super"Jimmy's a guy who's accom- dome for a Final Four, Boeheim
plished a great deal," Williams said: "It is, a little."

Locals
receive
honors
ONE MORE TIME ... Kansas
coach Roy Williams will try
for a fourth time to claim an
elusive
national
championship in this weekend's Final
Four in New Orleans.

MSU Spring Football Review

Racers try to fill special teams void
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
For Murray State head football coach Joe Pannunzio, spring
practice isn't necessarily about
position battles as it is about
building depth and camaraderie.
That
approach would
explain why the
Racers' skipper,
heading into his
fourth year at
MSU,
isn't
ranting and raving — at least
not anymore —
about
the
Pannunzio
NCAA's decision last week to decline Shane
Andrus'—appeal. for an extra "year
of eligibility.
It was Andrus' 52-yard field
goal at the final gun that gave
Murray State a 37-35 win over
Eastern Illinois Nov. 23 and Ma'',
first Ohio Valley Conference title
and I-AA Playoff appearance since
1996.
A former Murray High standout, Andrus began his college
career in 1999 as a preferred
walk-on at Kentucky and played
in a couple ofjunior-varsity games
as a freshman before transferring
to MSU.
Andrus, a Division I-AA All-

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo

JUST OUT OF REACH ... Linebacker Rohan Godson (center) tries to get to tailback
Ulysses Odoms during Wednesday's practice session on the Murray State campus.
American place-kicker in 2001, fall.
with • the Wildcats counted as a
collected his second consecutive
But the NCAA ruled that his year of eligibility, leaving PanAll-OVC first-team selection last participation in those JV games nunzio with the tasks of replac-

ing both Andrus and graduating
All-OVC first-team punter Brian
Bivens this offseason.
"It's a shame, but (Andrus)
has obviously had a good career
for us," said Pannunzio, whose
squad finished last season at 75 after a first-round loss at eventual 1-AA national champion Western Kentucky.
"We have some areas that are
glaring, and not too many people think about the special teams
aspect. We also lose Malcolm
Moore, who's been our punt
returner for the last two years,
and our holder was Brian Bivens,
so our special teams are going
to take a bit of a hit."
Pannunzio had already brought
in Memphis transfer James Gaither
to compete with senior-to-be Jesse
Ohliger — who transferred to Murray from Miami (Fla.) for the
2001 season — for the punting
job.
Now Gaither, a member of the
2001 Conference USA All-Freshman Team, will join Ohliger and
redshirt freshman Gary Crass —
who succeeded Andrus at MHS
— in the fight over the Racers'
place-kicking chores.
"We're going to have all those
kids try out for that spot," Pannunzio said. "We recruited Jesse

• See Page 9

McCutchan ties record in 'Breds' 4-2 defeat
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
JONESBORO, Ark. — Senior first baseman Brett McCutchan tied the Murray State
career doubles record and scored twice, but
it wasn't enough as the Thoroughbreds lost
at Arkansas State 4-2 Wednesday afternoon.
McCutchan equaled the mark of 42 career
doubles, set by Danny Alfeldt (1988-91)
and tied by Craig Delk (1995-98).

Murray State (9-13) opened the scoring
when McCutchan hit his record-tying double in the top of the first inning, a twoout hit down the left-field line. McCutchan
scored on a single by Matt Rebout, and
MSU had an early 1-0 lead.
Arkansas State (15-13) tied the game in
the third inning when Neal Chambers hit
a one-out double, moved to third on a
groundout and scored on a single hy Brad

Hayes, tying the game at I-I after three
innings.
In the sixth inning, the Indians broke
the game open with three runs on the
strength of two doubles and three singles,
taking a 4-1 lead after six.
Murray State rallied in the ninth inning
as McCutchan led off with a single and moved
to third on a pinch-hit ground-rule double
by Ike firith+ ell, McCutchan scored on a

wild pitch, moving Bridwell to third, but
the 'Breds could muster no more offense.
On the mound, Gordon Dugan (1-2) took
the loss in relief, allowing three runs on
five hits, striking out two and walking none
in two innings.
Murray State opens its Ohio Valley Conference schedule on Saturday when the 'Breds
host Eastern Kentucky in a noon doubleheader.

Smith, Goestenkors Williams' pitching lifts Cards
get coaching honors
ATLANTA (AP) — Kentucky's
Tubby Smith and Duke's Gail
Goestenkors have been chosen as
the 2003 Naismith college basketball coaches of the year by the
Atlanta Tipoff Club.
Earlier, the club named T. J.
Ford of Texas and Diana Taurasi
of Connecticut as its college players of the year.
Smith led Kentucky (32-4) to
the Southeastern Conference championship and won 26 straight games
before losing to Marquette 83-69
in the Midwest Regional final.
Goestenkors led Atlantic Coast
Conference champion Duke (351) into the Final Four where it
will meet Tennessee in one semifinal on Sunday in Atlanta. She
has guided Duke to four straight
ACC titles.
In addition, retired coach Lefty
Driesell was given the club's award
• for outstanding contribution to basketball.
Driesell. who won 786 games,
is the only coach in NCAA history to win 100 or more games
at four different schools. He
coached at Davidson, Maryland,
James Madison and Georgia State.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Woody Williams looked
perfectly healthy — and dominant again at home.
Williams. limited to 17 starts last season by a
pulled muscle in his left side, pitched two-hit ball
into the seventh inning to lead the St. Louis Cardinals over the Milwaukee Brewers 7-0 Wednesday night.
"Why would you worry?" manager Tony La
Russa said. "He pitched great. I just tried to get
him out at the right time."

Williams, acquired in August 2001, is 9-2 with
a 2.13 ERA in his career at Busch Stadium and
17-5 with the Cardinals overall. His lifetime record
is 75-67.
Mike Matheny had two RBIs and three of St.
Louis' 13 hits.
Williams didn't allow a hit until Eric Young
tripled to right with two outs in the sixth. Eduardo Perez just missed on a diving attempt of
Young's slicing drive to the warning track.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Three local high school basketball standouts were recently
named to The Paducah Sun All
Purchase Teams for the 2002-03
season.
Calloway County guard Jimmy
Bynum was selected for the 10member boys'squad while the Lady
Lakers placed forward Kalyn Fox
on the girls'
team. Murray
High
guard
Sherrie Sexton
was also selected for the girls'
unit.
Bynum, a 510 senior, averaged 17.1 points
per game in
Bynum
helping guide
the Lakers to a 19-11 record and
to their first First Region championship in school history.
Joining Bynum on the team
were Mayfield teammates Derrick
Parrott and Raphael Kendrick,
Christian Fellowship's Eric Klope,
Marshall County's Jimmie Holder, Carlisle County's Brett Hoskins,
Paducah Tilghman's Chris Clarke,
Ballard
Memorial's
Brandon
Brooks, Heath's Charlie Throgmorton
and
Graves County's
Michael Johnson. Parrott was
named the Purchase Player of
the Year.
Laker senior
guard Mitchell
McClure
and
Murray
High
Fox
junior
center
Mark
Daniel
each received votes in the balloting.
Jimmy Long of Heath was
named the boys' Coach of the
Year.
On the girls' side, Fox was
Calloway's leading scorer(9.5 ppg)
for a Lady Laker unit that went
21-10 and captured the First Region
crown.
Sexton led all local players in
scoring and was third in the region
at 17.8 ppg. The Lady Tigers finished the year
with an 18-8
mark.
Fulton City
and Heath each
placed two players on the team.
Jamie
Turner
and
Mindy
Tharp
were
choices
from
the
Sexton
Lady Bulldogs
while the Lady Pirates were represented by Kayla Vance and Jennifer McSparin.
Others on the squad included
Mayfield's. Jan Dodson, Ballard
Memorial's Emily Story, Lone
Oak's Katie Shelborne and Marshall County's Beth Babb. Dodson was the Player of the Year.
Shameka Dial and Felisha
Prescott of Calloway and Murray's Lisa Thurman also received
votes.
Ballard Memorial's Amber Crice
and Don Hubbard of Mayfield
shared Coach of the Year honors.

Howland returns home as UCLA coach

Tubby Smith
Nassmith Coach of

Year

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Com- the Bruins went 10-19 for their
ing home to Southern California first losing season in 55 years.
meant more to Ben Howland than
Howland said the day Lavin
any extra money Pittsburgh could was fired he had no plans to leave
offer him to stay.
Pitt, but everything changed once
Howland, who led Pitt from the Panthers were eliminated by
Big East doormat to national cham- Marquette in the third round of
pionship contender in four years. the NCAA Tournament.
was hired as UCLA's basketball
He met with UCLA athletic
coach Wednesday night.
director Dan Guerrero and associ"I want to make it clear how ate athletic director Betsy Stephenhard it was for me to leave the son on Sunday in Santa Barbara.
University of Pittsburgh," How- His parents live in the city 100
land said. "I can't imagine myself miles north of Los Angeles, and
leaving Pittsburgh for anywhere Howland was in assistant at UC
except UCLA."
Santa Barbara for 11 seasons.'
The 45-year-old Howland was
He was a UCLA fan while playto be introduced at a campus news ing basketball at Cerritos High.
conference today. He succeeds
"Having grown up in Southern
Steve Lavin, fired March 17 after California as a Bruin fan, watch-

ing the televised replays of the
games was special for me," he
said. "To now be the head coach
of this program is something I
dreamed about but never thought
possible. I have an appreciation
for what these four letters mean
in the world of college basketball."
Howland just completed the first
year of a seven-year, $5.9 million
contract at Pitt that included incentives and a buyout of about
$750,000. Pitt officials expressed
a willingness to improve his contract, but it wasn't enough.
Guerrero seemed to target Howland from the start of his twoweek search. From all indicationS,
he was the only man interviewed.

Bon Howland
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Jackson lifts Marquette
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Dwyane Wade isn't
the only risk that's paid off handsomely for
Marquette basketball coach Tom Crean.
Wade has starred for two seasons after
being the first partial academic qualifier accepted by Marquette.
So has senior Robert Jackson, who transferred from Mississippi State after his junior
year and had to sit out last season.
"There's no way we would have had the
year we did last year without the work he
put in at practice," Crean said of the Golden Eagles' 26-7 season.
And there's no way Marquette would be
27-5 this season and in the Final Four this
week without Jackson.
Most coaches frown on senior transfers
because they have to sit out a year under

NCAA rules and then can only contribute for
one season. But Crean eagerly welcomed
Jackson.
"I was convinced after spending some time
with him that he was committed to doing
things to be an excellent player, to get his
degree," Crean said. "I'd always heard good
things about his work ethic and the way he
loved to play when he'd be back in the summer to play in Milwaukee."
Kentucky's Marquis Estill made the mistake last week of saying he didn't remember
Jackson, who spent three years at Mississippi State.
Jackson responded to Estill's slight by scoring 24 points. grabbing 15 rebounds and holding Kentucky's big man to 10 points in Marquette's 83-69 upset of the Wildcats.

ATHENS, Ga. (AP) - I he Georgia Bulldogs already have interviewed Tim Floyd and
Dominique Wilkins. Next up: Mark Slonaker
and Dennis Felton.
The Bulldogs received permission to speak
with Slonaker, a Georgia alumnus who led Mercer to the greatest one-season turnaround in NCAA
history.
Georgia also plans to interview Felton as a
potential replacement for Jim Hat-rick, who
resigned last week amid accusations of improper payments to players and academic fraud.
The scandal prompted Georgia to drop out
of both the Southeastern Conference and NCAA
tournaments, costing the school hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
Mercer athletic director Bobby Pope said
Wednesday that he gave Georgia permission to
contact Slonaker.
"They owe it to Mark to give him an interview and give him strong consideration," Pope
said. "I think he's a very viable candidate for
the job."
Slonaker led the Bears to a 23-6 record this
season, setting a school record for victories.
Last season, they were 6-23.
Slonaker played at Georgia from 1976-79
and was an assistant coach under Hugh Durham
from 1989-95. Slonaker has a 109-125 career
record, including stints at Pensacola (Fla.) Junior
College and Georgia State.
Felton is a rising star on the coaching circuit, leading Western Kentucky to three straight
NCAA appearances. The Hilltoppers were eliminated in the first round of this year's tournament by Illinois.
In five seasons, Felton has a 100-54 record
— averaging over 25 wins the last three years

• Racers ...
From Page 8
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to be a kicker and Jesse and James
both punt, too, so between those
three kids, hopefully we can fill
our needs there."
After the first six workouts of
the spring practice schedule, Pannunzio is glad to see how his offense
is coming together in the midst
of retooling an offensive line that
graduated all five starters and a
total of seven seniors, including four
members that received All-OVC
recognition in 2002.
Junior Justin Ard seems poised
to assume the leadership mantle
left behind at center by three-year
starter Josh Foster, and redshirt
sophomore Phillip Hall, a former
defensive tackle, has emerged at
left tackle.
Meanwhile, running backs Ron
Lane and Ulysses Odoms are stepping in where All-OVC first-team
rusher Billy Blanchard left off.
Similarly, wide receivers Andrew
Nowacki. David Dobbins, Chris
Wright, Leonard Nutter and tight
end Jimmy St. Louis join AllOVC wideout Deandre Green to
form a wide array of targets for
Stewart Childress, who is primed
for his fourth year at quarterback.
"We have a couple of (wideouts) that have stepped up, and
we've got numbers there," said
Pannunzio. "David Dobbins has
really surfaced, and although Phillip
Hall hasn't played a lot of downs
for us, he's a talented football
player and he's come on for us."
Pannunzio also praised his linebacking corps of Rohan Godson,
Patrick Schultz, Tyrone Parks and
Dylan Evans as well as the secondary of cornerbacks Michael
Hanley and Josh Catlett and safeties
Demetrick Westbrook and Bobby
Sanders.
However, defensive back Bobby
Smith — another MHS product
— is being held out of camp on

Wednesdays to concentrate on academics. Smith does practice with
the team during the live drills Saturdays at 10:30 a.m. and again
Sundays at 3 p.m.
"Our linebackers have stepped
up in a big way," Pannunzio said.
"They're more productive, and I
think the biggest reason for that
is because they're a year older.
"When you look at our starters
(in the defensive backfield), we

should be all right even though
we were concerned about losing
Malcolm and Mandrell (McGregory). Where we might get hurt
is not having enough depth, so that's
something that concerns me."
Adding further motivation to
spring practice will be a ceremony April 17 when the Racers are
presented with their OVC championship rings.
In the meantime, Pannunzio

wants his squad to keep building
on the momentum gained from
last year's title run.
"I'm excited about our kids,
and we're fired up about trying
to win a championship again," said
Pannunzio, whose team opens the
2003 season Sept. 6 at Kentucky.
"That doesn't happen very often,
winning back-to-back championships. so it will take a better

effort."
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Wednesday's Games
Montreal 3, Atlanta 0
Philadelphia 8. Florida 2
N Y Mets 4. Chicago Cubs 1
Pittsburgh 7. Cincinnati 4
Houston 8. Colorado 7
St. Louis 7, Milwaukee 0
Los Angeles 5. Arizona 0
San Francisco 5, San Diego 3
Today's Games
Pittsburgh (Fogg 12-12) at Cincinnati (Ji
Anderson 8-13), 11'35 a.m.
Chicago Cubs (Prior 6-6) at N.Y. Mets (Trachsel 11-11), 12.10 p.m.
Milwaukee(Kinney 2-7) at St. Louis(Stephenson 2-5). 12.10 pm.
Philadelphia (Padilla 14-11) at Florida (Redman 8-15), 1235 p.m
Colorado (Cruz 2-6) at Houston (Robertson
0-2). 105 pm
Los Angeles (Ishii 14-10) at San Diegc
(Peavy 6-7), 41:15 p m
Montreal (Vazquez 10-13) at Atlanta (Ortiz
14-10), 635 pm

Wednesday's Games
Kansas City 5. Chicago White Sox 4
Anaheim 11. Texas 5
N Y Yankees 9. Toronto 7
Minnesota 8. Detroit 1
Cleveland 4. Baltimore 2
Boston 7, Tampa Bay 5
Oakland 8, Seattle 3

S

Oakland
Anaheim
Texas
Seattle

West Division
0 1
2
1
2
2
2

000
667
333
000

12
1 1 ,2
2

Today's Games
Minnesota (Lotise 13-8) at Detroit (Berner°
.
4-7), 1205
p.m
Chicago White Sox (Garland 12-12) at Kansas
Gay (Asencio 4-7), 1:05 pm
Boston (Fossum 5-4) at Tampa Bay (Bierbroth 0-0), 1:15 p.m.
Seattle (Pineiro 14-7) at Oakland (Mulder
19-7), 2:35 p.m.
Cleveland (B. Anderson 6-11) at Baltimore
(14elling 10-12), 6:05 p.m.

Fine Dining and Entertainment on Court Square

THE BULL PEN
Steaks & Spirits
Est. 2001

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Thursday, April 3rd
Jazz Band 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Come & Enjoy Dinner & Music

Check Out Our Game Room
Featuring Pool, Electronic Darts
and Video Games

Cottl."IS SW\
-ow Bull ?en
Come CaTan

NOW OPEN
Lunch
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner
Mon.-Thurs. 4-10 p.m.
Fri. 8t Sat. 4-12 a.m.

110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY • 270-759-5030

SIMPLY GOLDEN ... The Panthers completed the Murray-Calloway County YMCA's first
season of 7-10 youth indoor soccer by beating the Bobcats in the championship match
of the league tournament March 1. The Panthers were coached by Trevor Provine and
Ashley Weber.

NEED A LIFT?

OPEN EVERY
WEEK-END
t
Matke
PattLiBellflea
Avenue,Paris,TN
Across from Hampton Inn on the Lake Highway.

Saturday & Sunday,9-5
• Wrought Iron
• Bath & Body Products
• Nascar
• Paintings
• Picture Framing
• Photographer
• Shoes & Boots
• Western Wear
• Woodwork

Sportariefs
• The Murray High School Backboard Club will hold a meeting Sunday at 3 p.m in the MHS cafeteria
Officers for 2003-04 will be elected.
and plans for the upcoming awards
banquet will be discussed

• Homemade Candles
• Catfish Tank (live & dressed )
• Jewelry
• License Plates
• Personalized Stepping Stones
• Assorted Tools(new & used)
•Lamps
• Ceramics

Inside 8c, Outside Booth Spaces

Aerial Work Plafforms

NEW VENDORS EACH WEEK
and are always welcome call 641-0872

• The Murray High School Fastpitch Club will hold a meeting Sundat
at 6 p.m. at MHS directly following
Murray High's Spring Sports Kickoff
event
• SALEM. Ky. — The first annual
Fellowship of Christian Athletes Golf
Classic will be held April 24 at Deer
Lakes Golf Course The tournament
will be a 40-team four-man scramble
The entry fee is $240 per team
Funds raised by the event will go to
support Fellowship of Christian Ath
letes in Western Kentucky The entry
deadline is April 21
Prizes will be awarded at the tour
nament and the winning team will quai
ify for the state tournament, where the
top team can qualify for the national
championship tournament at the Saw grass Stadium Course in Ponte Vedra
Beach, Fla
For more information, call West
Kentucky FCA dtPector Karl Hatton at
270-898-9055
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Cash Give-a-Way Every Weekend
Umi April 2/

$200

Scaffolding

wieners Nested each week

Available At

CI=

30' Industrial
Personnel
Lift

200 East Main Street • 753-8201
•

Rough Terrain
& Indoor
Scissor Lifts

Flea
Market
Cafe"
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Murray pianist takes 2nd at competition
Murray State University's 2003 Young Artist
Piano Concerto Competition was won by 17year-old Loren Fishman from Columbus, Ohio.
He studies under Sergei Polusmiak from
Highland Heights. Ky. The event was sponsored
by the Paducah Symphony Orchestra and the
MSU department of music.
A senior from Bexley High School, Fishman
won the competition performing the first movement of Beethoven's "Third Concerto in C
Minor." The first-place award includes a $500
cash prize, a performance with the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra, a music scholarship at
MSU (if eligible) and a plaque.
Brett Brown of Murray, 16, took second place.
Brown is a junior at Murray High School and is
the son of Ted and Sachiko Brown. He studies
with Dr. Stephen Brown of Murray. Brett played
the "Concerto No. 1 in E flat Major" by Franz
Liszt. The second-place award is a $150 cash
prize donated by WKMS 91.3 FM.
Dawson Hull, IS, Jackson, Tenn.. received
Honorable Mention. He studies piano with Alice
Adams Jackson of Humboldt, Tenn. Dawson performed the first movement of Rachmaninoff's
"Third Concerto in D Minor."
Other entrants in the competition were Katie
Crook, 16, of Jackson, Tenn., performing the first
movement of the Rachmaninoff "Second

Concerto"; Jennifer Hasting, 16, of Newburgh,
Ind., who performed the first movement of
Mozart's "Concerto No. 21 in C Major, K. 467";
and Patrick Mason, 16, of Independence, Ky.,
performing the first movement of the "Concerto
No. 2" by Shostakovich.
Judging the competition were Dr. Pamela
Wurgler, jury chair from MSU: Dr. Roy Wylie,
from Auburn (Ala.) University; and Malissa
Heath, from the Paducah Symphony Orchestra.
Dr. Richard Scott, competition founder and a
member of MSU's keyboard unit, served as
director.
Fishman began piano lessons at the age of
seven with John Carter, Capital University professor. and later studied with pianist and teacher,
Nina Polansky. For a brief time in early 2001,
Fishman flirted with the idea of playing both
classical and jazz piano. To further that, he studied with Columbus local jazz and classical pianist
Richard Lopez. Several months later, he decided
to focus all of his efforts on the classical repertoire. At that time he began his studies with
Polusmiak from Northern Kentucky University.
Fishman has participated in and won prizes in
several central Ohio regional contests including
the Tifereth Israel Young Artist Competition and
the Bexley Summerfest Competition.
Most recently, he won the Kentucky Music

Teachers Association statewide piano competition and competed for the south regionals in
Hattiesburg, Miss. Additionally, he performed as
part of The Ohio Theatre's Young Artist
Showcase in conjunction with the Columbus
Symphony.
He will also be participating in several recitals
and regional contests during the spring. In March,
he will perform Beethoven's 'Third Concerto"
with the Minnesota Sinfonia in Minneapolis as a
part of its Great Winter Festival. Community
service includes performances at several 'local
senior centers. Fishman also plays soccer in his
spare time.
Second-place finisher Brown has won the
Junior High School Division of the statewide
KMTA Piano Competition and attended the
Governor's School for the Arts. He is a two-time
winner of the Athena Competition and has been
accepted into the Interlochen summer program.
Brown has already made an appearance with the
Paducah Symphony Youth Orchestra.
Hull, who received the Honorable Mention,
has completed 51 hours at Union University during his high school years. During his 10 years of
piano study, he has competed at and won numerous local, state and national piano competitions.
Hull has also studied organ, voice and composition. He plans to attend Samford University.

'TWANG'strikes
humorous chord
Hotel Obligado kicks Off its 2003
season with the premiere of
"TWANG," a musical clown show
for all ages.
Blending traditional Appalachian
culture, slapstick comedy and acrobatic "feets" of wonder,"TWANG"
explores three clowns' attempts to
find harmony on-stage in spite of
their comic failings.
"TWANG" premieres in Murray
at the Studio Theatre, 310 B, Wilson
I Hall. Performances are April 7 and 8
at 7 p.m. each evening.
Hotel Obligado is a Philadelphiabased theater ensemble and producing organization dedicated to the
creation of outrageous and innovative new work using a broad range
of popular and movement-based traditions.
Hotel Obligado is committed to
learning and teaching both in the

The Cast of'TWANG'

If you're looking for competitive
Automobile and Homeowner's Insurance...

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

What's for Breakfast?

has a Solution For You!

BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY

For Lunch?

For Dinner? .

www.Murra,ymenus.com
Murray's only online menu source.
Over 35,000 hits. and growing daily.
Thanks To All Our Visitors!

representing many strong companies,

riN

We also provide insurance for:
• Boatowners
• Farmowners
• Motorcycles
• Health (Group & Individuals)
• Commercial
• Long-term Care
• Workers Compensation
• Disability Income
Cal Mu hien,
• Bonds
• Medicare Supplements

classroom and through performance. The company's work is based
on their mutual experience at the
Dell' Arte International School of
Physical Theatre. Hotel Obligado is
ANG" beyond
excited to tour
Philadelphia t1ecpiflmunities in New
York, Virgini.1Lentucky and Maine
this spring.
Created and performed by Tim
Cunningham, Jamie McLaren and
Murray State University graduate
Amanda Haney, with navigation
Maupin,
provided
by Greg
"TWANG" is a show for all ages,
diving into themes of family and
solitude, joy and sadness, and a
ferocious belief in realizing one's
dreams.
Tickets for"TWANG"aie$5-$8.
For reservations or more information, call (502) 548-7052 or visit
www.hotelobligado.com.
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Piano workshops
taking registration
The Center for Continuing
Education is currently taking registrations for the non-credit classes
Piano Lessons for Busy People, and
How to Play Piano by Ear.
Murray State will welcome back
professional
pianist,
Bernie
Schweickart, to teach "Piano
Lessons for Busy People." He will
follow up that class with "How to
Play Piano by Ear."
The "Piano Lessons for Busy
People" meets from 9:30 a.m.-1
p.m. on Saturday. April 19."How to

Loyal Listeners
For over 20 years
the breakfast
show has been
Murray's wake-up
call. Live from
Martha's 8:00 a.m.
to 9:00 a.m.

Play Piano by Ear- meets from 2-5
p.m. The workshop fee includes
learning materials and a compact
disc recording of the class.
Keyboards are furnished for both
piano workshops.
Registrations for both classes are
currently being taken. Space is limited. For more information, or to
register. contact the Center for
Continuing Education at 270-7623659,or 1-800-669-7654, eat. 3659.

Conference scheduled
at MSU on audience
"Knock. Knock! Who's There?
Teaching the Importance of
Audience" is the theme for the 16th
Rbetonc
Composition
and
Colloquium to be held Friday, April
4 at the Murray State University
Curtis Center. The keynote speaker
is Dr. Jennie Ariail, Associate
Director of the Center for Academic
Excellence at The
Medical
University of South Carolina.
In addition to Dr. Ariail, presenters from the University of
Tennessee at Martin, the University
of Southern Indiana,-Austin Peay
State University and Murray State
are slated to speak. Topics include
the importance of audience for
teachers, helping student writers
envision audience, and transitioning

Live LAII
isflowids
nntindli
We talk to newsmakers of
Murray and the surrounding
area every morning, Monday
through Friday. Share a cup of
coffee with Sam, Glenda and
Neal and catch up on the local
happenings of the day.
Daily birthday winners
and trivia contest prizes
on 1340 am.

Photo provided

CAUGHT IN THE ACT ... Shown is Rev. Chausable (Toby
Pruett)as he romances Miss Prism (Sarina Richardson) while
Cecily (Chrishell Stause) looks on. The scene is from the
MSU Theatre production of "The Importance of Being
Earnest," directed by Robert Valentine. Performances are at 7
p.m. nightly thru April 5, with a 2:30 p.m. Sunday matinee on
April 6. Ticket information is available at 762-4421.

between audiences as writers.
Check-in and continental breakfast
will begin at 8:00 a.m. at the Curtis
Center Barkley Room. The keynote
address will follow a noon-luncheon.
'Those who plan to attend may
register on site or preregister to
reserve a luncheon seat by contacting Dr. Gina Claywell at 762-2401;
registration and all activities are
free. The MSU Colloquium is sponsored by the Department of English
and Philosophy, the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts, the
College of Education, and the:
Provost's Office.

`Zentropa'showing at Murray
State's Cinema International
The Spring 2003 semester's
Cinema International concludes
with a German 1991 film,
"Zentropa." This is a dark tale of a
well-meaning
but
feckless
American, Leopold Kessler, in
occupied post-WWII Germany.
Lured by the beautiful Katharina
Harrnann, whose family owns the
railroad Kessler works for, he is

inadvertently drawn into the company and designs of disgruntled Nazi
partisans known as Werewolves.
The 114-minute film is rated R
and is in German with English subtitles. The film will be shown in the
Curtis Center Theater Thursday
through Saturday evenings, April 3.5. Admission is free.

KIPS KREW
Constructive

WNBS

Learning Center, Inc.
510 Whitnell
Now Openings For Ages 6 weeks thru Pre-K

die

270-759-3333
Hours: 5:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. S
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

BUILD WITH
Home Improvement Warehouse

TV
L
AI
9"P

Improving Home ImprovementAsk for

4 DAYS ONLY
April 3-April 6, 2003

83

Paymentsand
Interest for

40 Lb. Quikrete
Concrete Mix

6 Months:*

•The versatile concrete mix for

all projects big or small
•4000 PSI Meets or exceeds
industry (ASTM C-387)
standards
•Use in structural and load
bearing applications
•Use for patios, setting posts.
concrete driveways and
walkways. etc. #04030

If paid in full by October. 2003 On every purchase
you make of $299 or more on your Lowe s card
from April 3 2003 through April 27 2003
°See store for details

VirEFILETI
2$ Each
2" x 4" x 8' Treated
•Less bark -Four square
edges •Fewer defects
•Less wasted wood
•Straighter and smoother

Our Best Quality
2" x 4" x 8' Treated
To e Choice® Lumber

90

Fair Purchase Policy:
In order to provide fair
purchase opportunity to all
our customers. Lowe's
reserves the right to limit
quantities sold to individual
customers.

We Deliver To
Your Home,
Business or
Job Site

8" x 8" x 16"
Concrete Block
•Sturdy, all-purpose
building block use for a
variety of projects
•Great for building
foundations, retaining
walls, etc #10383
,

$11R97
My/ Each

x 4' x 8'
Advantech
Engineered Wood
Sub Flooring

Select Studs
Each

Each

-Tongue and groove •50-year limited
residential warranty
r85795

2' x 4' x 92-5/8" SPF Stud

$ 1 85

$1 14

•Precision end trimmed •Lightweight
•Straight •Easy to cut and nail
•4 sides surfaced •For interior use

1" x 6" x 6'
ACQ Dog-Ear
Wood Fence Picket
•Pressure treated #98901

a.

111 I I Fr- I
•

• ts: •.i 4.
TO.

*"'•44,---- •

•

per
$32square
At
Georgw-aicreic

NHCI

In-Stock Vinyl Siding
Choose From
•Double 4" and Double 5"
•Dutch Lap 4", 4V and 5"
•All colors and patterns

94

6

Bundle

Colors, profiles and supplier
may vary by market

Colors will vary
by market

20-Year
3-Tab Shingle
- Standard 3-Tab
•Economical

490

Assorted Holland/
Bermuda Paver

296
Assorted
Assorted
12" Retaining Embossed
Patio Block
Wall Block
•16 square

Assorted colors available
Colors will vary by market

NE Corner of Hwy. 121N & Hwy. 641
(Across From MSU Regional Event Center)
(270) 753-9099
Monday-Saturday, 7:00 am - 9:00 pm • Sunday, 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
,
lkar.t0e
,P•Nr
6N crt
NP PNIkel sraetkps_ See sta. k, del*_revering porict war,ant.,"
,
Nicks ratLyary deer 4466 2003 ft the
herpes mid optional neurarce charges on you
rePert purchase of $299 or more charged to your Lowes Great Lad accout horn 3.26 03 — 4 2/ 03 Enance
'ASK FOR ZERO PAYMENTS AND INTEREST UNTL OCTOBER 2003.Payments not requred unti October 2003 on any approved sngie
creciet twrre; apply to non-proyty)pyychakles APR ,s 27.
charges are paid r,full onthr, the oromohonal percd If you do not yrX, will be responsiblp for these(ter ues Rap
promotional purchase MI be bled boni the date of pischase but fnance chages wi be credlted if the promotional pkrchase and any CM/ar1CP
Business acaxnts
Offefir is.tsect to credit approval E
(1394t he pkychases of $2000 or int-ye) Myrrntro frame charge a $100($ o n
44741
or•
1.7,11C
r1,•
d••agn
and
r•gater•d
gab'.
of
trod•morlts
C2003 by low.'. 40 nght, reek...or! 1..sw•k
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AdeMOM eire requested ti check the test
ineeliOn 01 Moir adsI any error Murray
Ledaor Timm sel be response,* for only one
InCOMDC11101110011 My error shoukd be reported immediately so corrections can be made
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AD DEADLINES
Monday
Fri 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon 11 a.m
Wednesday
Mon 5 p.m
Thursday
Wed 11 a.m
Friday
Wed 5 p.m.
Saturday
.Thur. 12 p.m

era! Liu

Vie *ill nor Anis. nigh, ai,ept an) adserlising tor real rstsic ohuoh
isii loolatnin of the las. Mt per•ons Aff hereb• intoimcd dui all
st.1%ertised
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'
F1.1 turtheraoostarke with f Air Housing Achertising
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.011L1•1

14.1. MOAN&

010
020
025
030
040
050
NO
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch, 60'r Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ad, Must Hun Within 6 Da) Prrlod
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping GuiJel
1.INE A 1 )ti
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
ca Se extra (Of •hopper ifiloa Classifieds go iota Shopping Guidei DSO extra for blind boa sea
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

010
Lecial
Notice

Leda'
Notice

060

060

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

BRITTHAVEN of Benton LPN needed Full-time in
has a opening for Admis- Medical Office Send Resion Coordinator A great sume with references to
City of Murray Public Works, Water Division,
opportunity for an ener- Allergy & Asthma Clinic of
will receive bids for a tapping machine. Bids
getic go getter LPN
W KY 2957 US Hwy
are to be delivered to the City Clerk's office
knowledge of Medicare & 641 N Murray, KY 42071
by 1:00 p.m. on Thursday. April 10, 2003.
Medicaid preferred Apply
NEEDED
immediately
Specifications are available at the City
in person at
Groundskeeper for Hilldale
Brathaven of Benton
Clerk's office located at 104 North 5th Street,
Apts 2 days a week guarHwy 641 S.
Murray, KY 42071.
anteed April thru October
Benton, Ky 42071
$7 00 per hour Must be at
The Mayor and City Council reserves the
EOE'AAE
least 18 years of age
right to reject any or all bids or to accept such
DRIVERS & 0/0
EOE (270)437-4113
bid as they deem to be in the best interest of
Driver no loading zone
the City of Murray.
Seasonal
beacuse you love to drive PART-TIME,
and nothing else Earn up energetic help needed
020
to 38c cpm. No Loading or Knowledge of plants re
Notice
11111 Notice
Unloading. No Forced NE quired Apply at Lagniappe
or Canada. Guaranteed Nursery 2596 Brain Roan
Home Policy, 2000 or (North 16th St.)
LillW °like of
newer Conventionals. 1 yr
SPONSORED
OTR exp., 23 yrs old.
PROGRAMS
Class A CDL w/HazMat reSPECIALIST,
quired 010'S Welcome
Office of Sponsored Pro51500 Sign-on Bonus grams. Murray State Um
$500 w/1 st dispatch Limit- versay Assist Director in
BANKRUPTCY
ed Time Only PTL 1-800- providing grant proposal
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
848-0405
support to faculty/ staff.
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
"
vvebsite
'SEEKING Legal Secretary See our
at
PERSONAL INJURY
hilp://www murraystate
with 3+ years experience
Must apply in person at edu1indmr/hr.jobrpt.htm for
412 Tyson Ave. Pans. TN complete information Application receipt deadline
Please bring resume
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
April 30, 2003 Equal edu(731)644-2373
LARGE Murray church cation and employment
FLEA
opportunity. M/F/D, AA
needs full time custodian
REUNIONS? Graduation?
Responsible for cleaning, employer
MARKET
Mother's Day? Give a
lawn maintenance and micopy of Calloway County
Old Corner Store
nor repairs Please send FULL Time Janitorial,
Pictorial
at New Concord
- resume to PO Box
Call
Afternoon shift. Call 753Fri.. Sat.. Sun.
1n40 c Murray. KY 42071
759-4938
0724 between 10-2.
Commercial cooler.
753-2350
paint, collectibles
753-7870
TRACTOR/MAILER INSPECTORS
trampoline.
SANDRA D's Diner
new shutters
Hwy 94 East
Seeking individuals to ensure compliance
1994 Grand Pro,
*We now have Baked
with safety and DOT regulations primarily
lots
more
Potatoes and Decaffeinatvia visual inspection. Related mechanical
436-2487
ed Tea at Lunch
familiarity is important. Part-time hours
•New Dinner Special
050
on days, evenings. nights. and weekends.
Grilled Chicken with
Lost and Found
Excellent opportunity for retired individuSwiss Cheese and
Mushrooms
als seeking supplemental income. Send
Gatesborough
LOST
•For every Pink Gum ball
resume to:
Black Cat. White feet &
you get out of our Gum
chest.
poor eyesight & deball Machine, you receive
clawed, found collar on
a free kids meal
Edinborough
753-6749
753-1559
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.
LOST Female Cat White
with dark grey markings
PTL Human Resources
753-1263 339-8516
P.O. Box 1889
060
Help Wanted
Murray, KY 42071
INVITATION TO BID

1

STEVE VIDMER

General Practice of Law Including:

Help Wanted

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS NEEDED
05/03/03 - 01/31/04
05/06/03 - 12/31/03
05/06/03 - 01/05/04
05/05/03 - 01/01/04

'SALE
All Glassware 40°. off
Furniture & Ed t 25°. off
George Hodge
806 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY

Wages: Minimum of $7.20 per hour. 75% of
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed.
All tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met.
Contact local State Employment Service
Office.

STRAW for sale
$2 00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day
YORK 2 ton Air Conditioner $20000 753-6511 after 5:00 a m

NOW HIRING
managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at
Shift

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

753-1752

jrlig

Vc

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

WANT to get rid of cold
weather blues
Fringe
Benefits Hair & Nails offering Chair Massage Fri
April 4th 9-5 1 Day only.
Come on by to relax for a
15 min massage only S10
Call 759-1874
060
Lost and Found
REWARD Lost Male Tricolor Collie New Concord
Call 436-5232
060
Help Wanted

ABT Associates. A Socia
Science Research Organ]
zation is seeking a survey
administrator to work in
local school beginning
April 14th Must work 2040 hours per week for approx 3 weeks Salary
S1200 per hour and 36
cents per mile, mileage reimbursement Call Pat
Simon 888-306-3155
Accepting Bids for painting
exterior door
Apply in person at
Calloway Garden Apts
Essex Downs
270-753-8556

\re titi a dedicated - caring person?
k re %ou looking for a challenging set rewarding opportunO?
Do sou line to GO To MOVIES SHOPPING and get paid for it?
Do %ou have good communication skills u ith
people?
Due to Oventhelming Grouth if iirjr ,timp,:!
Commumo Allematises'Res-Cirei se ,in:
. the following position - Part-TimeTni'
positions(-Afternoon% - Midnieho . U.
Direct Care Staff for communit haseJ
::.'+elopmentall disabled adult:. Our omp,,
rter\ wnous .hins, paid training. opponunin .
ad\ ancement. 40Itki. medical/dental insuran,i.
paid holidays. paid time iitt Qualifications Be at
leail 18 years of age - Hase a %alit,' drner ker
- Proof of insurance - Floe high :60(4161:
diploma - Sltht ha‘e a POSITIVE Ntotude 1-'
starting wage a%erage is S700 per hour with
compaos
1pph or send resume to:
lommunil Mternati‘es of Kentucky
kiln: Human Resources. P.O. Rov 34
5145 Ny msonia Hey.
Sy rnsonia, K1' 421012.
Phone 270-527-2255.
FOE ki/viDA

.

•

IrCHOIR DIRECTOR
Part-time position at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. Responsibilities include...
"Providing general oversig.ht of the choir and its
pilIg ram.
'Maintaining effective communication with the
church regarding the music program.
•Organi/ing and conducting weekly choir
rehearsals.
'Leading music during worship services.'
'Working closely with the pastor in selecting
music for the worship services.
For more information and a complete job description call 270-753-0K12 or send resumes with
references to:
P.O. Boa 1040-P
Murray, KY 42071

FULL TIME
COOK - AFTERNOONS
responsible for preparing assigned menu
items according to standardized recipes for
guests and cafe customers and replenishing
items for the guests and cafe food lines.
Position requires a 10th grade education or
equivalent with the ability to read, write and
perform basic math calculations. Also requires
a good understanding of weights and cooking
units of measure. One-year previous related
experience in a public institution is required.
Excellent pay and outstanding benefits package. including every other weekend off.
Equal Opportunity Employer
Apply at

Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar, Murray, KY 42071
Al Fp
••••••••••=•••••••••••••••

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Thicing healthcaw new ptices.

Articles
For Sale

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL/
AQUACULTURAL LABOR
DIVERSIFIED CROPS,ROW CROPS,
CATFISH
5-1-03 to 12-1-03
Wage, Min. of $7.20 HR. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all tools and equipment furnished,
housing provided beyond cornmuting area.
Transportation and subsistence pay after
509k of contract complete. Contact KY Dept.
of Employment Services.
060

FRIGIDAIRE upright freezer good for the garage
$35 OBO (270)354-5078
160
Home Furnishings
BASSET Couch & Chair
great condition $200
759-1794
Mobile Homes For Sale
1984 Champion 14x60
$6.000 Call (270)3822642
1994 14x70 Fleetwood
Mobile home, must be
moved. $11,500
436-2017.
DOUBLE wide & single
wide trailer, one acre of
land. All S40,000 negotiable 767-0928
RENT to own. 753-9866.
TRAILER for sale
1980 Modal
Good Condition
54.500
489-6292 ,

140
Help Wanted

Want to Buy

SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR
MARINA. needs store
clerk, run register, calculator experience, take reservations for boat slips and
boat rental, fishing & boating knowledge helpful
Must be able to work
weekends and holidays as
scheduled- retirees welcome- seasonal work Call
Monday thru Friday 9 to 4
only, for application and interview schedule
(270)354-6568

ELECTRIC
heaters, at
conditioners, used carpet
ing. refrigerators and
stoves. 753-4109

Mobile Homes For Rent
2 Bedroom. No pets. 753
9866.

120
Apartments For Rent

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Ct

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

•1BR on Campbell St
•lbr on Chris Dr
.2br, 1 bath on Wiswell
lid
•2br, 1 5 bath on
Cambridge Dr
•2br furnished on 16th St
•2br 1 bath on Glendale
Rd
All very nice, large Apartments will all appliances
including washer & dryer
Call for available dales
759-5885

360
Storage Rentals
HUGE 30x60 shop storage only, private driveway
Super location, just a few
miles from town on Coles
Campground Rd Great for
house boat, camper, farm
machinery, or business
seeking storage Call at
night 753-8117
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

2 Bedroom apartment,
$260 per month. $200.
deposit, some utilities
paid WID available. No
pets. 767-9037
2 Bedroom Duplex.
1300 A Valley wood Drive
$375 00 month. 759-4406

Neon Beach
Wm-Storage
\II
t\
55 MIAMI-

Ti3-3853
•

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
2 Bedroom Duplex, Clean,
storage
appliances 436-5685
, *Security alarmed
2BR NEAR MSU
*Safe & clean
Coleman RE 759-4118
*We sell boxes'
2BR Duplex C/H/A
'We rent U-Hauls
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-9600
4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
EXTREMELY nice 2 Bedroom Townhouse & Duplex Coleman RE 7594118

$S Rented $S

MED-I-SAVE
50% SAVINGS

ON PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION
CALL (270) 761-1502
Murray, KY

320
Apartments For Rent

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

2 Bedroom, Water & Heat
furnished, No pets
WANT to buy Junk Car 753-5086
FORREST View Apartand Trucks Call (270) NICE 16x60 2br, 2 full ments 1213 N 16th St
474-2540 or 836-4697 Six bath mobile home 4 miles now accepting applications
from Murray.
days a week
for 2br townhouses, basic
(731)782-3221
WANTED Riding Mowers
rent $345/ month Call
SMALL 2 BR. suitable for 753-1970 Leave Mesthat need work 436-2867
1 person. $17500 month. sage Equal
Housing Op150
556-6868
portunity
Articles
For Sale
NEAR University like new
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
large 2br central gas heat'
*2 New Recliners, Navy
air Low utilities. quite
090
COUNTRY Liyingl 1
Blue
What you been looking for
Domestic 8 Childcare
'Iron & Brown Wicker acre mobile home lots for $410 (270)753-8828
Chest of Drawers. TV rent, north of Murray 293NICE 2br furnished apt
0208 Days, 767-0035
A Woman's Touch Home Stand and Desk
C,HA Close to MSU
Ni.hts
753-4190_
and Business Cleaning
Coleman RE 759-4118
Service 16 years Experi- •4 piece Bedroom Suite.
REAL Nice 2br Apt. on
ence Call Sue (270) 436- Dark Wood.
Mission Valley Dr.
2216
*Couch. Blue small Pink
_ 753-5731
1 Bedroom apartment nea
A-1 House Cleaning Call flowers Call 759-9921
RED OAKS APTS.
MSU. No pets. 753-5980.
after 4pm_
Linda 759-9553
Special
5 pc outdoor Glass Table 1 Bedroom apartments, all
$100 Deposit
TAKING Registration for
and Chair set with cush- appliances at the Oaks
1BR From $280
Daytime and Afternoon
ions, S100 OBO GE Dryer Apartments Coleman RE
2BR From $325
Child Care, Nana's Place
$30 753-9661.
759-4118
Call Today!
759-2524
D.G. Landscaping
1 OR 2br apts near down753-8668.
TUTORING
& Nursery
town Murray starting at
VERY
roomy
Teacher Certified
2BR. 2Ba
Market Place
$200/mo. 753-4109_
with garage. appliances
All ages /subjects
2938 St RI 94E
1 year old 3 Bedroom, 2
furnished. 1 year lease, 1
30 years teaching
Opening March 28th
Bath. All appliance &
month deposit. no pets
experience
Bring
Washer & Dryer (270)
Home School assistance
C II 753-2905
this ad receive 53.00 off 753-7903 or 753-7813.
Free Consultation
$15.00 or more purchase
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Now registering for
Limited I coupon per
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
summer
customer Expires 03/31/03
902 Northwood Dr
767-9585.
*Bedding Plants
2 Bedroom C/H/A Wash
Monday.
WILL clean up after new
*Vegetable Plants
er & Dryer Hook-up, no
Wednesday, Friday
construction, remodeling.
'Aquatic Plants
pets $550 month + 1
Phone 759-4984
before and after renters.
month deposit 753-2259
'Produce
Equal Housing
floors, windows, ect
Cell # 748-8970
or 527-8174
Opportunity
Valen 436-5914
TDD #1-800-648-6056
3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A, 5
FIVE
gorgeous
prom 1-2 3br apts furnished, miles northwest of town
dresses Sizes 4 6. 7-8 near MSU 753-1252 or $600 p/mo 489-2414
Like new and never worn 753-0606
HAZEL 2br S300 a month
in this area S75 each
DOCTOR P.C. TM
1br apartment, furnished Deposit. lease.
references
.•••••••
°anti sil
We make house calls, di- 753-5310
492-8526
agnose and treat home
HOUSE for rent in town.
computer systems Spe- ROPER Riding Mower.
cializing in Virus infections 12hp Hydrostatic electric 1BR apt available all ap- 3BR. $375 00 month + deposit, no pets 753-5109
and
general
system PTO excellent condition
pliances furnished MurTHE
Summit-Panama City
health We'll have your $55000 OBO 436-5814
Cal Realty 753-4444
Beach, FL Gulf- front
computer back on it's feet
Condo. sleeps 6. 11th
in no time (270) 382floor, 2 pools, arcade and
2510 (866)853-9034
more Beautiful unit waitMDM COMPUTERS
ing for you Must be 25 to
A+ Certified Technician
make reservations I.D reOn site service
quired Call Julie at 767759.3556
9199 for rates and save
100
Want to Buy
Storage Rentals
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th. Murray

VISA

CREEKVIEW STORAGE $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
390
Livestock & Supplies
ACE 5 Horse rear, tine tiller. 2 1/2 Year old Racking
Filly, gentle. 753-0248
COMPLETE Tack &
Saddle Repair
Cleaning & Oiling
Handtooled Custom
Leather Work
Belts. Billfold, Holsters.
Saddlebags & Purses
1-866-746-5792
HORSESHOEING
Jason Hargrove
251-3675
[Land For Rent or Lease
47 acres row or hay crop
located Buffalo and Blood
River Road Call 753-2293
Real Estate
COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931

Lots For Sale
LOTS for sale 3/4 acre
(270)753-2592

TWO LOTS
FOR SALE
B-3 ZONE
206/208 E. Poplar
Phone # On Signs
450
Farms For Sale
2 Hunting Farms for sale
1 located Lynn Grove
area 1 located Blood River area $850 00 per acre
(270) 534-9988 or 5563576.
460
Homes For Sale

L

1 1/2 Story, 5 BR. Frame
House
Gilbert & 3rd
Hazel,
Street
KY
$18,000 489-2174, 4892363

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

PUBLIC AUCTION

F`ILJEIL_IIC

uciricono

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
HEAVY EQUIPMENT - MERCHANDISE
THURS., APRIL 10TH • 10 A.M.
1911 L WOOD ST.(HWY. 79 EA PARIS, TN
Si isekkee
Lnal S‘outi S# Shur koign ottu.c Spri.t
Heat/Air 2 12 Itullup Mum I 10 it011up 1.)mg Pa,tti A

Saturday, April 5•10:00 AM
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove, Ky. From Mayfield
Ky. take 121 S. through Coldwater to Hwy. 1836 S. Follow to auction. From Murray, Ky.. take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grose turn onto
Hwy.893. Watch for auction signs.

,d Palling Area (tiller I.a.a High 11411,
01
.ircnih Rented 367S LIO PC1 Mo
oo Lai
Hoy 79 k 011Kt %pax Vorrehouse Spot I_
ikun

48" cut DCIT 4,000 Sears riding mower liquid cool )(ruler engine V20
H.P. - color Iv - (2) sofas - recliners - odd chairs - coffee & lamp tables 4 piece bedroom suit - nice table lamps - lot of nice pictures & frame,
reading lamp - 2 old rolled brass beds - office desk - some old quilts stereo - lot of old glass & china - Cornwall glass - lead crystal piece,
large lot of picture frames and material for painting & matting picture •
like new picture frame nailer air operated - computer desk - nice v.all
mirrors - large lot of hooks - nice pots & pans - bed linen - over 100
pieces of Fiesta - towels, bedspreads & blankets - 2 push lawn mowers H.P. rear motor Murray riding mower - 2 wheel tilt bed trailer - lot of
hand & yard tools - 1978 Olds with 5 I.xxx actual miles.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
Joseph W Thomas - Appt. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in kV & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
••Aly Service Doesn't Cast It Pays"
460
Homes For Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION

3;45 fjjkailkni Hwy 79 f t'ornci ta 4 14.04. I Wash Fi.o Ic
g ,und I ill (nine Spake SiOfelfC & /k/or
( 44104, P4ed Parking
Sit Pulleny and 134.4

42' FOUNTAIN SOAT - SIGN k1t 141 st HIES
Triple Engines S25 Hp Ea...8 84.044(
P4044ei
Hatches Huth in Coolers Stereo MarineR414140 E.lel
Stahl
,- CiPS • 1140141111V
ei 001s 1411 Flours

Balarkct
,
^ 1."' sr

•

Mie Welder
Ade 144ent, nen! rrpa,l ,
Fluold•cy
L.

en
4.k I iin Boa,
!cll..,

non business. KAU! Miller has Lhange occupation and h.'. cow
ed Doug laylor Auction
1,,,,fihng tom:ruction 4 gliopMerli ' , ,o ,••

;,00

, 0,

HIGHLICII I `, I H 11 WNW\ \ I PROP, l't 1 1
5 ._
, mfolding (new) + Task Master aluminum plank.
Mdl. 2424 + aluminum ladder jacks + alum. sweep w/magnet 32- wide + 2 X 6 roof jacks + 10 ft alum break Pro III
w/stand on wheels + 4 ft. metal shears for barn metal +
Mikasa compactor w/Wisconsin Robin engine + Honda
high speed water pump w/I I/2- hose + rolls of alum, coil
stock 4- concrete training pins + I pair Proctor Wall jacks
(new) + Whiteman Power trail w/5 5 hp Honda motor +
Milwaukee impact wrench H.D. + Quick Drive coil gun
wThox + ‘A'alboard dry. wall stilts(new )+ SIMI, Mdl. T5350
Super concrete saw 12- + Makita 10- compound miter saw
+ 32 It Type IA extension ladder + assorted step ladders +
Redd), heater, 15.((k) BTt7. EP + Paslixie PowerMaster
F3505 nail gun + Paslode stick nailer + Senco coil roofing
nailer + Paslosic coil rooting nailer + Bostich Isi$00 coil
nailer (new i + Bostich rooting nailer + Skilsaw 7 1/2 worm
drive HD 7751 + Skdsaw 6 1/2 worm drive Industrial + 7
1/2 Slekita skill saw wkase + Makita drill lft V. ukase +
51akita s41144 saw /8 V. %/charger & case + 10- Bosch industrial table saw + AirMate by Emglo air compressor + Porter
Cable router 6912 111) + 75- and 32- levels-Stabila(new)+
several hammers lEstuingt + electrical cords H.D. +
48-X24- inasonr levels (Crick) + T-squares & framing
squares + new 12- Carbide tip cork:rete blade + glue clamps
+ Ski!, 12V drill ukase + !Milwaukee 1/2- drill + assorted
screwdrivers & chisels + electrical supplies + .,e‘cral 50IFts.
boxes of assorted nails + 4111 snips + II) X 100 it roll of plastic + ('clamps + Shemin Williams PT 25(M) sprayer for
stain & varnish + assorted lumber 2 X h & 2 X 12 header
material + pickup rack + masonry tools + lawn & garden
tools + air hose + several tubes of shalk & chalk guns + joist
hanger + trailer jack + gas powered concrete serene +
Greenlee quickbend 3/4- + Greenlee cable cutters +
Enerpac hush pump. hydraulic unit 8.000 to 10.((X) psi +
i3lackhawk hydraulic benders 1 1/2- to 2- Rigid + Lnerpac
h,Orault,. benders mounted on trailer %/threader stand
bends I 1/4- to 4- conduit + IMerpae hydraulic I beam
punch + Roper Vtantney hydraulic punch. portable. extra
hydraulic hoses + manual hydraulic pumps tor cutlers or
crimpers + Greenlee crimpers & gauges & sakes +
Greenlee cable cutters, hydraulic dmen + heavy duty wire
tape + several hand operated C011111!1 • .5. P.., I , • i ! '-, .• !. •. +
Napa 115 volt wire feed welder.
COURT ORDER FROM C.R. VALENTINE
ESTATE - ALL FIREARM LAWS WILL BE
OBSERVED. Remington. Sportsman 58, 12 ga.. auto +
3Q106 Remington 7400, auto. w/Nlarlin 4X32 scope +
Belgium Browning 20 ga.. auto 5. gold trigger + 12 ga.
Remington. 810. pump. Express Magnum + Colt
Commando.38 Special + S&W.38 special. stainless + PBaretta. Mdl. 950. Italy 6.35 calibration + 47) pocket
knives.

CUSTOM Log Home for
Sale 3BR, 3BA, 2 Car
Gar, Shop on 6 9 acres
See www geocities com/lje
rre11759/1$90Crosslan_d.
html. 759-8473.
HOUSE & Horse Farm for
sale Lynnville, KY area
382-2600.
NEAR KY Lake 1 Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath. 1 67
acres. 2 outbuildings
$ 4 4 , 9 0 0
http //128 173 184 249/hou
se/ (.540,1 626-6169.
NEAT, Clean, ready to
move in. 3 Bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, gas heal/air, new
roof, storage building,
large lot, great location,
1615 Belmont Drive 7599360
REDUCED!!!
NICE older home. 2br, 1
bath, large shop in county.
Call before 9pm $60,000
474-0202
SPACIOUS CANTERBURY 4 Bedroom, 2 5
baths wiLiving Dining and
Family Room Screened in
porch and fenced yard
make this home perfect for
a young family. Asking
once $146.000 1521 London Dr Call 767-9278 for
appointment
490

or personal check with current hank letter tit ,redit guaranteetn•
payment made to Doug 'favlor Auction Sen.we required h!, all pe,
‘Iwri, nor isersonall!, knou.n.h.s 4414:1Kin ,ornprii

11,1

Used Cars

Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

1,c Ckrbone • Kale 14,1,• 11,c,r 1.1c
Henctk brink,• .14,11.acce• •
11c.ccers • Loy.• 1110.1,
Appliace 1.4n• • Atol,

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

AGE itiv

530
Services Offered

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
1994 S-10, 43 SS. Black
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
$3,750 489-2711
1995 Toyota Tacoma Reg- Decks, Home Additions
ular cab Excellent condi- Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
tion • Days
559-3215 Garages, Pole Barns. Metal Buildings, Fencing
Nights 759-1928
2000 Chevy 3500 1 -Ton Quality Workmanship
Dually. 6 5 L Diesel. Auto, Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
104,xxx miles 518.500 00
AFFORDABLE Mower
559-1874 or 753-7925
pair. tillers, go carts, etc
93 Ford Ranger splash
Tuneup
Specials
Loaded, good condition.
Pickup/delivery. 436-2867
83.xxx miles. 53.800 OBO
AFFORDABLE Window
under book Value. .
....Ireatments. Cushions. PT
lows. Home Decor items
FOR Sale •
Also offering custom made
60 Ford
clothing and monogram390 Engine
ming Sewing by Steven
C-6 Transmission
753-6361
Also have
ALL CARPENTRY
Plus 65 Ford
Homes. add on s.
for spare parts
garages
289 Engine
pole barns, decks,
C-4 Transmission
vinyl siding
C-5 Transmission
Home & Mobile Home
Original 3 speed manual
repair
Transmission
Water damage
$1500 for all
Larry Nimmo
753-5046
753-9372
753-035_3
510
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
Campers
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
1990 26 ft 5th wheel extra
white rock
nice, clean S6.500 OBO
436-2111
753-3993
BRANDON'S Outdoor
A 28 ft 5th wheel camper
Services.
fully equipped in excellent
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
condition located at 216
•Bush Hogging•Tilling
North 13th Murray S6.250.
(270)436-5277
75 -4731
BRANDON'S Outdoor

r,

Doug Taylor Auction Service

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

Phone

759-8705
836-7389

Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Cell Phone

Owner: Landon Barrow 4- -4-

Tom '''VAINCE
GENERAL
767-9036

TERRY'S LAWN CARE
Commercial & Residential

CONTRACTING
994-038

444
A)

5
•106.3 1sce

Custom Remodeling, Additions
Restorations, Ceramic Tile ,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floor
All Types of Roofing and Skylights

4

We Make Your Yard Smile

Quality References Available

4

(270)759- 0 7
(270)519-6421

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD•CARPET

a.
cc

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring persona4 install for you?

WE DO!0,e, 374a-7E79e2le
8 Visit
Our Showroom Today
•
-J

niI4t
CARPET

Rd

& FLOOR COVERING

•
Knorrik
MU* •

_1.1_1-J-1_ 1 1_1_

•

5CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE •

HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete masonry, carpentry. No lob too
small (731)247-3015
JIM Pondscaping. Water
Garden Koi and Goldfish
ponds. Designed. built,
and maintain
Free Estimates
759-9793
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
-Custom spraying for
lawn patio furniture
Louver doors ' shutters
*No lob too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

Dependable Lawn Care Service

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace - Owner
(2 7 0)7 5 3 - 6 4 9 1

^

GOODIES

0

8
0•

13
rn
VINYL•HARDWOOD•CARPET -4

FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming, removal stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

, SALE
r

tides South ot Murray to Teen Tayte Road Rupt lalyards

$$ Sold $$

JAMES R. CASH

270-437-4838

-For Miff «Mnplar. Ittouluttrr et fauni are-

1978!TD 155.XXX miles,
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
1994 engine 34.xxx miles.
*Bush Hogging-Tilling
good mechanical condi- 14F T Arkansas Traveler
‘2701436-5277
tion. tires S600 00
with trailer, motor & depth CARPORTS Starting at
1.1 .
- VCH 4I1//..,18/1-:
753-8643
finder $550 00 Call after $675 installed Roy Hill
NO/ Rt.SPONN1111.1-. I(
- )R .40'CIDEN1
5 00 p m 753-9957
1270)436-2113
•1996 Pontiac Firebird.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Cecil McLeod's
5 speed. 61.000 miles. 1987 Sea Ray 17'. I/O 4
Small Engine Repair
$7 000 OBO 753-2168_
Cyl 3 0 liter, $3,250.00
753-9814
1996 Pontiac Grand Am 345-2119
SE. 68.000 miles, power 1995 Stratos 201 Pro XL
200 Adkins Lane • Puriear. TN • 1731) 247-3784
CLAY'S Mowing
windows, tilt. cruise, V-6. with 200 hp Johnson MoMulching & More
visit website at: HHH.douglaylorauction.com
S4500.753-7366
LAWNS mowed
Days 871-7340
Doug T;Oor..4uctioneer • Tn. Lie. #2027
tor Garaged kept Lots of
1997 Toyota Camry LE
Nights 762-0040
Call 489-2989
extras Call 753-0487 after
Firm #I782
117,xxx road miles, one 530 p m or Daytime 293CONCRETE
"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"
MILLER'S Lawn Service
Finishing Driveways.
0249
Push or ride
Sidewalks,
Patios
24FT Riviera Cruiser Ponmow lawns
Free Estimate
toon Boat with 65 hp
759-5234
THE MAYFIELD OPEN •1998 GMC Z71 EXT Cab, Johnson motor Soft and
(270)435-461',,
3rd
door
with
4wd,
loaded
A
hard top Trolling motor
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
extras 512.500 OBO
and depth finder $3.500
Dodge 4x4, 48.000 Call 759-1087
SAT. APRIL 5TH, AT 9:00 A.M. •1983
actual miles S3.200
Total Lawn Care
84 Monarch with 90hp moAT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD,KY
•1997 Nissan Pick-up
*Mowing
*New
Lawn Establishment
tor
and
trailer
S1.500
Plan To Come Spend The Day
4 cyl. 5-speed. AC
Firm
767-9444
Call
It Only Happens Twice a Year..
*Existing Lawn Renopation *Seeding
S3.300
100'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTN)N
•1999 Ford Crown Victoria. D&L Marine Consignment
•Fertili:ing *Aerating *Rolling
Sale Boats and Campers
if TO11 Hissed The Huge Starch Auction—Here Is Another One44
129.000 miles S4.200
*Weed Control *Mulching •Bushogging
210-4174
"TIFILIk4C1IrClesS. __LL. SIZES!, •1989 Nissan Sentra.
113/114CKFICIES - DOZERS
4 cyl. auto. A/C $1.000
*Tractor Tilling *Grader Blade Work
FOUR Winns Runabout-V- Flt LAIC DC
- TS% A II S_E IFSS
759-1070
16 (t- 140 hp- Ok1C InHAY EQUIP - LAWN & GARDEN EQUIP
PL A HYING 8. TILLAGE EQUIP
2000 Altima good condi- board- Chevy 4 cylinderIMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!! tion $10.900 OBO 498- ski's- 1988- excellent condition- walk through wind818O
BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT TO THE FAIRGROUNDS
-IL.1F
C8
CI3 F
F ve I tzsAaNe
2000 Intrigue, excellent shield- 54 900 759-0120
szis #=. IFit I
IF8 ICI1 A INJI IC:1 41-u V.
condition, great gas mile- or 210-0877
CONCRETE Finishing
LEE'S
8:00 A.M. t14.rit
oo PM F
Fs flay
age_best offer 435-4377
Sidewalks Driveways
CARPET
91 Buick Park Ave All the
Edt
CLEANING
options very nice, clean
Over 25 years experi•Carpets *Furniture
%ENVOI:BA NAL ESTATE MR
and
well
maintained
853-1172
ences
-Emergency water
FARM,KY150.xxx miles $1.875 See
THERAPEUTIC
759-3229
117
.
1 10 F"THE SELONG
removal
270-6384THE MACHINE" II
at 94 East at the 20 mile
MASSAGE
•Free Estimates
CUSTOM Tractor Work
marker 753-2079
Murray
*Wrinkle Repair
Tilling- Blade Work92 Buick Road master
www thegoldentouch us
460
*Quick Drying
Bushhogging
759-0127
700
$2
Homes For Sale
A
affordable
hauling.
Free Estimates
NICE 1994 Mitsbuishi cleaning out garages. at753-5827
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
with
sunroof tics, gutters, junk, tree
3 Bedroom'2 Bath 1600 3 Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths. Eclipse
MOODY
S Mower Repair
Phone 270-492-6159
sq ft on 2 wooded acres low utilities, in very nice S2 1 0. 898-1271
work 436-5141
Pick Up & Deliver
270-293-0163
Cell
quiet setting North of Mur- Sub-Division. 5 miles West
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL753-560
ray, 10x20 Front Porch
of Murray (270) 759-9899
ING cleaning out sheds.
DOZER work & hauling
SCHINDLER S
12x12 deck 753-4690
gutters. !Link. tree work
Public or Contract
Lawn Service
Leave Message
98 Astro. AWD loaded
Tractor work, landscaping
Contact at 270-753-9503
Reasonable rates
(270) 759-0127
plowing ect 436-2867
or 270-752-0871
759-4188
NOTE: All of the merchandise is
,,Iiii excellent condition. Mime new Make pltn.
to attend

• `**AUCTIONEER'S

Starting at $12.500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

Landscape Installation & Maintenance
Lawn Mowing•Sodding
- Service Contracts Available

bdlyaithiad &magi
ova-ns
%/31f ft( ftg ',PEI/ TO SOW 411 tot 41(11)4% 1111n •

Ion!, near',
1urtionerr Lk. 021137
731-925-3534
1107014.
73j-921,-2182 last
SI s1056
I -8144144110-1372
8911 Pickoick Rd. • Sat annah. TN 38372

LOTS FOR SALE

BARROWS
Lmara& Lumallscapies

lift %Sakes • President

Services.

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

1400 • Slung1c,
Ilumnur
040,,nie
1 /e.1,•(1...nr, • F414.4 anoncio • toper

1990 Ford F-150 XLT Lariat Super cab, no rust. no
dents, topper, uses no oil.
a good one' $3,500. let's
deal 753-6505

#1 & *2 available in most colors

VISA

rancnue
Itadcd Ann C..,
I; Spred Nal he,
12 1 F Idnr 6.4 1,4111,c,
Snapp irwi 1.1
Swoon TinA Bone•

laic isle Precedence orei gli 011wr
!. ni,
(01[11i• In4•00.41i0n in In,, kd teas Doff! SOUR e• Ilkt.e,e,1 to he
r14. I
.'
Au....ncer ke,-crse. 14,1,

Used Trucks

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

1151's & 1)51's of Items Too Numerous to List'
Inspection Da, lir Sale 8 A.Sl. - ID 5.51.
Premium .Applies to kcal Estate & Nierxhandiset
THINK Al IHTION - .111INK HERITAGE
Ptah, Itrochurr. or Appointment. Call HERITAGE 1.11811-11410-1372.

10%411
4'
0
"

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture. Buy direct

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
:4 Be Here
For Only
$25(r Per Month!

tk Sec fit

3BR, 2 1/2 Bath. Gas Fire
Place. 2 Car Garage
Whirlpool
Tub, Large
Deck. Campbell Estates
$142,000. 759-5286
402/404 S. 6th Street
Great rental investment.
recently updated with (2)
living quarters 753-8181
151-05R9
5373 St Rt 121 S 3BR. 2
Bath. older home wirecent
updates $67,000
753-0589(753-8181
CANTEFJBURY, 413R, 2.5
bath, 2640sf, by., Din,
Den W/FP. Large fenced
backyard. $154.000. 1523
Beckett Dr. 759-2158

530
Servicts Offered

ices °Mend

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

VERY'PARTIAL LIST

Saturday, April 5, 2003• 10:00 a.m.
PURVEAR,TN.- Do‘c Moven Pury ear - l rider tht.
Pavilion. Atter seseral suw.esstul 'ears in the bUild114! Loili1Ji.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning A%ailable
•Vbe I'm! Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drise%ays
I
id Borders
Phone (270) 767-0313
(270)527-7176

A014.nrn110Ahose Lot Frontage on H*), 7SF Inspei.t Earls
kOlItI ionirec in Got, Rd
Fenced Great Insestrriern

.40101 I Ilk Lb Lill

530

Order by 11 am. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning

‘1._& Lei

Earle i5.01301t,
Row) Briar Lair Mot
Kid° III redo hem ALIO
210 Hp AW Compreccors

11

I David's Cleaning
Services

79 F. Adokent to Mstoe Building Qur/i lint
Rollup Door Insulated & Large I- Ill11.11.
NALFLel Adi.m.ent to Abose Building Front.ige on Ho 79E Grfai

41.4.004 4144
1,
0 tnucr

1L

510
Services Offered

PAGE 13

Thor Home Neu/merit Headquarters

•Pc i

This is only a partial listing. Will be an all day auction. Sale held rain
or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144

530
Services Offered

PUBLIC AUCTION

PUBLIC k Ut"FION

THURSDAY. APRIL 3, 2003

NEED a good roof at a
great price? References
available Quality work
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call Steve 767-0412
767-9887
NEED A HANDYMAN?
Call Tony Knight 753-7495.
or 210-7662 Small Construction. Metal work, yard
work. remodeling. Laminate flooring, and LOTS
more Need help? Please
give Tony a call (Has lots
of great references )
RUBBISH/ Junk Removal
we'll haul almost anything
from attics to basements &
barns odd lobs Senior
Discounts (270)489-2583
SHtJPE Nurseries
Landscaping & Design
service
Sedalia KY
(270) 328-8488

HUGE GARAGE SALE
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
94E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles. turn right.
Wright Rd. - 1-1/4 mile on left.
China cabinet, dresser, chest. desk. end &
coffee tables, dryer, stroller. playpen, high
chair. A C . Red Wing crock & jug. pottery.
books. records. toys. dishes. pots & pans
silverware, comforters, sheets, pillows,
electric skillet, coffee maker, old vanity, dining table, old Johnston 10 h p outboard
motor. vacuum cleaner. lots more

YARD SALE
1804 Concord Dr
Southwest Villa

Sub.
Murray, KY
Rocker recliner.
glass & brass coffee
table, swing set
nice children's,
men's and women's
clothing, toys. bikes
and much more.

GARAGE SALE
Rain or Shine
Fri. 7-2
Sat, 7-Noon
1707 Johnson
(Off Doran Rd.)
Misc household.
ladles & men's
items, comforter
set. tiller, mower
stuff.

SuREwAY

YARD SALE &
PANCAKE BREAKFAST

TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Saturday, April 5th
(Rain or Shine)•6 a.m.-1 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Gym
503 Maple Street

T & W Roofing
30 years experience
753-8369

Something tor everyone' Too many items to
Tickets for the breakfast are $3 for adult and S2'
children 10 and under. All proceeds benefit the
youths sur—er mission trip to P

T&D Lawn Service
Tree and Shrub Trimming
Other services available
Quality service at
affordable prices
Call for free estimate
753-0462 or 395-9915
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS Roofing. Viny ,
Siding Addition. and Re
modeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Exper
ence Gerald Walters 753
2592
WANTED
Yards to Mow
All Yards will be Pushed
Mowed
If interested Call
753-8101
Rabbits for sale
YARD Tech
Full Lawn Care
Mowing Landscaping
437-4407
570
Tobacco & Supplies
FOR sale Taking Bids
7 ac of Dark Fired Ti
base 753-0672

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat. 6:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Rain or Shine
Turn off 641 S. in front of Hazel Baptist
Church. go 1 mile, 2nd on lett, follow signs.
Girl's clothing 2T-12, great Easter dresses mostly summer clothing. Rebecca Raggs. Rubbles,
Storybook Heirlooms. Bonnie Jean. Children's
PIace, Hilfiger. Gap, Old Navy. L.E.II. Mudd.
Arizona.
shoes 7-13. t.v . recliner

5 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Fri & Sat.
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
641 South on
right 1.5 miles
past Dwain
Taylor
Clothing all sizes,
home accessories,
lots other items

YARD SALE
179 Stoneside Dr
641 North past
Wiggins on left
on Coles
Campground Rd.
Fri. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat. 8-Noon
Rugs. lamps.

bicycles. stereo

PAGE 14
Statewide
Classifieds

ANNOUNCEMENTS
KENTUCKY
*MISS
TEEN/PREPAGEANT
TEEN/PRINCESS
SCHOLARSHIP
PAGEANT for girls 4-18
&
application
Free
brochure 1-888-599•4949
No make-up allowed for
young girls (4-12)

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
*SAWMILL $3895 NEW
LUMBERMATE
SUPER
2000 Larger capacities
options ATV accessories
edgers skidders www norwoodindustries corn
Norwood Industries 252
Sonwil Drive. Buffalo. NY
1-800-578-1363
14225
Free information ext300-N

FOR SALE
*BUY FACTORY DIRECT
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
PAYMENTS FROM
VS/MONTH. Free color
catalog. Call today 1-800842-1310
www.np.etstan corn
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*WANT TO BE A NEWSPAPER REPORTER? But
don't have the training or
experience The Kentucky
Press Association and
newspapers
across
Kentucky are offering a
Journalism
three-week
Boot Camp. Monday. July
14 through Friday. August
1 The camp will be at
Georgetown College with
classes Monday through
Friday Participants will find
affordable lodging at nearby motels or can commute.
$645 for three weeks of
intensive journalism training, includes continental
breakfast and lunch on
class days. Register by
June 27 and pay just $595
Contact the Kentucky
Press Association, (502)
223-8821 for full details,
course agenda and application.
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NOTICES
'FREE Long Distance inout-of-state
&
state
calling
Unlimited
1.49 95 month with 10 calling features For more
information call Larry toil free at 1-866-506-7391.

REAL ESTATEJREAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
'LAKE BARGAIN $24,900
Free covered boat slip'
Gently sloping lake view
parcel winice mix of low
rolling meadows & trees
Abuts national forest on
35.000 acre recreational
lake in Tenn_ Paved roads.
sewer,
more
water,
Excellent financing_ Call
now 1-800-704-3154, ext.
348
*LAKE
CUMBERLAND
TWIN CREEKS ESTATES
New lake front development features 135 lots and
homes
log
2
new
Jamestown. KY Call owner
1-270-734-6053 www.twincreekestates corn

•$$$WEEKLYSS$
Distributing Merchandise
on eBay. We supply prodexperience
No
uct.
*FREE 2-ROOM DIRECTV required. Call today for
*LAKE LOG HOME! LAKE
System including installa- more into. 1-800-568-1636
CUMBERLAND, KY 4 2
tion! Access 225+ chan- ext. 4763.
Acres/$69.900 NEW! 1600
quality
picDigital
nels!
sq ft log home packages
NOTICES
Packages
ture/sound
KY
PRAYER on Lake Cumberland.
$31.991mo Limited offer. *OPERATION
setting. great
AND FASTING • Members gorgeous
1-800-208-4617
hardwoods, lake
of the Kentucky House of views,
HELP WANTED
paved roads &
access,
soon
will
Representatives
to
Mins.
*AVON-Entrepreneur want- be displaying Prayer Maps financing.
ed. Must be willing to work in their Capitol offices Cumberland Point. Won't
whenever you want, be Each map will indicate by last, call now! (800) 770your own boss, and enjoy county the number of indi- 9311 ext. 932.
unlimited earnings. Let's viduals and churches
TRUCK DRIVERS
talk. 888-942-4053.
HELP WANTED
pledging to participate in
*BIG EXPLOSIVE MAR- this campaign to coordi- *DELTA TRUCK DRIVING
KETING CAMPAIGN has nate sustained prayer and ACADEMY-16 Day CDL
created lots & lots. of leads. weekly fasting for our Training. Earn›$1400 Per
We're so confident in our nation and its leaders. The Week,• Gel $$$ While
leads. We pay you to run map simply points to God Training_ Free Lifetime
them even if you don't sell. as the ultimate source of Job-Placement
Are you Self-motivated. America's strength and Refresher Courses. 1-800positive person? Are you security_ The maps will be 883-0171 DELTAACADEearning displayed after I have MY.COM
presently
$1,000/$1.500 per week? heard from .at least one
*DRIVER. Sign-On Bonus
We
offerEGuaranteed church in each county that
Income. $2.000 Sign on has identified a lay prayer with Flatbed Experience
Home most weekends
Bonus. A solid training pro- coordinator who is willing
Excellent
pay. full benefits,
least
gram-With a guarantee 2- to pray and fast at
assigned trucks 6 months
3, Pre-set Qualified, con- one meal a week for our
experience required. M-F.
firmed leads daily, CRAFT- nation. Participants will
ADJUSTABLE receive a free copy of 7a-5p, Sat 8a-12p 800MATIC
441-4271 ext ET135
BEDS CALL 24.7 for addi- House Resolution 225
tional information 4 1-877- commending believers and •15 DAY CDL TRAINING
in 100°, Placement $35.000
churches
Joining
392-4980
MECHANICS- Operation Prayer and to $40 000 first year plus
"DIESEL
national
TMC/Strecker Leasing is Fasting. This inspirational great benefits Top
carriers
are
hiring
our
gradespe10
page
resolution
is
now hiring experienced
No experience necdiesel and gas truck tech- cially designed to encour- uates..
nicians Excellent pay and age those serving in the essary 1-800-607-3545.
benefits 2111 Production armed forces. It contains *CATCH YOU ON THE
Drive, Louisville, KY 40299 nearly a dozen prayers by FLIP FLOP-CD) is now hirAmerican military leaders ing
company 'Owner
FAX 502-499-8126
such as General George Operators 'Singles and
•"-HOME BASED BUSI- Washington,
General Teams 'Loads with miles
NESS— Put your computer Dwight
Eisenhower, aVaitable immedialelyl Ask
to work. Earn up to S1.500 General
George
C
spouce-training
per month PT. $5,000 per Marshall. and General about our
month FT Free information Julius Klein. These prayers program Cali 1-800-CFIbooklet. Call 1-800-315- have blessed generations DRIVE www.ctictrive.com
-7435
Soldiers.
Sailors, •D81V-E R - CO V-E-N-AN T
- of
wwW.work41self.net
Airmen. Marines and Coast TRANSPORT-Hiring expeteams, solos and
*IDEAL GIFTS by FRIEND- Guardsmen as they walked rienced
LY has openings for party through the valley of the trainers 0/0-Solos/Teams
looking for
plan • advisors. Call about shadow of death It also 83C We are
Manager contains the full text of experienced teams to run
our
NEW
Program. Decor, gifts, toys, Abraham Lincoln's 1863 priority dispatch Call 1888-MORE-PAY ( 1-888cash, trips. Recognition. 1- Presidential Proclamation
800-488-4875 www.friend- confessing our sins as a 667-3729!
Iyhome corn
*TEACH IN FLORIDA
Attend the Florida TeachIn, June 16-18. Hyatt
Districts and
Orlando
interview
will
schools
teachers Call 800-832Or
2435
www.TeachInFlonda.corn
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270-753-1916

Owner
and
exhorting 'DRIVERS
nation
OTR
and
believers to fast and pray. If Operators.
you will fast & pray once a Drivers. Smail fleets welweek. for our nation you comed, 53. Vans & 48.
Mileage-Paymay
write
to
State Flatbeds.
Representative Tom Ruler. Loaded & Empty L&N
The Capitol. Frankfort. KY Transportation Inc . 80040601 or leave a message 663-7126. Louisville, KY •
for Rep. Rifler at 1-800- 'DRIVERS
OWNER
372-7181 (Mon through OPERATORS-Regional &
Fri) 8 am to 4 30 pm
Haul/GREAT
Long
'Blessed is Lie Nation Hometime
&
Miles!
whose God is tne Lord" Terminal Pay! Call Today
Psalm 33 12
,248
for details. 800-490‘

Volunteers needed for
Trail Clean-up at LBL
GOLDEN
POND, Ky. Wranglers Campground at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area is looking for volunteers for its 3rd
Annual Trails Clean-Up on
Saturday. April 19, from 9 a.m. 1:30 p.m.
Wranglers Campground is the
hub for the riding trails network
that covers more than 90 miles and
offers some of .the most scenic
views in LBL.
Volunteers for previous trails
clean-ups have covered between
10 and 15 miles within the trail
system each year.
"The staff is really busy with
cleaning and maintaining the facilities and running the camp itself.
so we really appreciate the trail
cleaning support from these conscientious volunteers." commented
Wranglers'
Edwards.
Matt
Campground manager. "These
volunteers make a tremendous difference."
Volunteers arc invited to participate on horseback, horse-drawn
wagons or • on foot. The campground staff will host a lunch with
prize drawings following the
clean-up. • Prizes include gift certificates for free Camping, meals at
local restaurants, items donated by
local retail stores and more. Each
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Jackson named legislator of year
by school counselor association
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*DRIVERS
Teams
+
•MAKE MORE, a lot more!
Western
Express
S 37Ver mile for 1 -year
=Success Solid Miles,
experience, more experiGood home time, competimore!
makes
ence
tive pay benefits package,
Hometime. benefits, everypaid vacation, Class A- thing' 12 months experiCDL. 22 years old. good
ence required' Heartland
MVR 888-793-9732
express 1-800-441-4953
*DRIVERS TUITION-PAID www heartlandexpress com
TRAINING
No
credit
*0/0, Solo & Teams! Hazchecks' No co-signer
Mat & CDL Required, Hire
needed! Why not start a
on Bonus, High Miles,
great career? Company
Good Home Time Also hirtraining
sponsored
ing company drivers! 800progam Immediate full
909-5664 Ext 210
benefits package. classes
OPERATORS
*OWNER
EXPERIstarting weekly
ENCED TEAMDRIVERS $120.000+per year Paid
NEEDED ASAP' School plates & permits No NYC
grads welcome' Call Tracy 95% No touch $500 Sign
800-553-2778 EOE CAST On Bonus' Barr Nunn
Transportation 1-866-207www JoinCRST corn
5479

*OWNER OPERATORS
Tired of high fuel pnces
and inconsistent miles?
Roehl offers fuel surcharges and fuel/tire/parts
discounts Very competitive mileage pay Call 800393-8481 or click on
www roehl net
•RUN 2003 With Epes
Home weekends, company
drivers up to $ 36 (includes
Owner
bonuses).
Operators 'S 83 plus surcharge w/7 incentives saving additional $9 5/mile
COL-A 2 years OTR expe1-800rience required
948-6766 www epestransport corn

Sen. Bob Jackson, 1)-Murray. has
been named "2003 Legislator of the
Year" by the Kentucky School
Counselor Association.
The award was presented by association President Mary Ann Wilson
and Connie Morse, who chairs
Professional Recognition for the
group, which saluted Jackson for the
"exceptional work he does on behalf
of school counselors and the children
of Kentucky."
Jackson was recognized after supporting legislation that broadened
certification requirements for the
"Certified Professional Counselor"
rank to include school counselors

who had earned
counseling credentials. but had
master's degrees
in programs other
than counseling.
change
The
many
affected
Murray graduates.
Jackson
"This legislation will strengthen the counseling profession for both
school counselors and mental health
providers in our rural area," said
Jackson, who thanked the organization for its support and for the award.

Nickel Creek to perform at RSEC
Grammy Award. Winners, Nickel
Creek will perform at the Regional
Special Events Center on Thursday,
May 1 at 7:30 p.m.
Labeled as music's biggest
"Bluegrass Revivalists," "Acoustic
Innovators," and "Youthgrass."
Their quick rise to fame includes:
two Grammy nominations for Best
Bluegrass Album and Country
Instrumental (Ode to a Butterfly) in
2001-2002; 1BMA Award for
Instrumental Group of the Year and
Mandolin Player of the year in
2001; two CMA nominations for
Vocal Group and Horizon in 2002;
and a grammy award for This Side:
Contemporary Folk Album in 2003.
Nickel Creek has held a Top 20 spot
on the Billboard's Country Album
chart, appeared on the "Tonight
Show with Jay Leno," sold out clubs
across the country, had two hit
videos on CMT along with a documentary-style special, and was certified gold in 2002.
Nickel Creek is often praised..

The traditionally flavored pop-folk
lyrics and sparkling acoustic licks
are performed by guitarist Sean
Watkins, his violinist Sara Watkins
and mandolinist Chris Thile, former
Murray State graduate. Nickel
Creek reflects an eclectic mix of
influences that include classical,
jazz and rock. The trio is making
down-home music revelant for a
new generation. To hear Nickel
Creek is to hear the vibrant reinvention of a classic form.
Tickets will go on sale this
Wednesday, April 9. Ticket prices
are $10 for MSU students and $15
for the general public. They may be
purchased at the Regional Special
Events Center Box Office, Student
Government Association office and
Sunset Boulevard in Murray:'
Betsy's Hallmark in Benton; Unga
Bunga Music in Paducah; Katie J's
in Mayfield; and D.J. Music in
Paris. For more ticket information
or to charge by phone, call (270)
762-5555.

CONCERT ... Nickel Creek members Sean Watkins. Sara
Watkins and Chris Thile.

Tennessee to determine unclaimed lottery winnings
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Unclaimed lottery prize money
would be split 132 ways — one share
for each legislator's district — under
an amendment approved by a House
committee Wednesday.
The money, which sponsor Jim
Vincent says could total between $8
million and $15 'million, Would be
designated for educational purposes
in the districts,
"This secures the money so legislators can look at it annually and
secure sonic good things for our dis-

tricts.- Vincent, a Republican from
Soddy-Daisy, told members of the
House State and Local Government
Committee.
Legislators are deciding this session how to structure and operate a
state lottery after voters in November
cleared the way for the games to provide college scholarships for
Tennessee students.
Vincent said the unclaimed prize
money would otherwise have been
used at the discretion of the state
Lottery Corporation. since it does not

fall into the category of lottery proceeds.
Under his proposal, the money
would be divided equally among the
132 legislators for use in their districts, but spent according to the dictates of the constitutional amendment
that voters passed to authorize the lottery.
The amendment states lottery proceeds must fund college scholarships,
building construction for K- I 2
schools and preschool programs.
Approval of the measure by a

voice vote followed an unsuccessful
effort to kill it by Rep. Randy Rinks,
13-Savannah, who said: "If it walks
like a pig and oinks like a pig, it's
probably pork.
"I think it's a terrible amendment.
... For us to go to our districts and
carry money back, that's pork," he
said.
Other members voting against the
measure were Republican Rep. Joe
Kent and Democratic Reps. Lois
DeBerry, Edith Taylor Langster, John
Litz. Harry Tindell and Ben West Jr.

KET1 presents
Horoscopes
candidates forums
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

KET1 presents series of forums
for candidates in May's statewide
primary races
For the first time in the 21st
century, Kentucky voters will
choose a new governor during this
year's elections. Prior to that, however. the May primaries will determine which gubernatorial candidates currently vying in each of the
two major parties will have their
names on the ballot come
November.
To provide Kentuckians with
the opportunity to meet the candidates for this and other statewide
constitutional races and to learn
about their stances on . the major
issues. KET continues its tradition
of live candidate forums with
Primary 2003. Bill Goodman, host
of "Kentucky Tonight," will moderate the forums, and two journalists will also be on hand to ask
questions of the candidates.
The forum series airs Mondays
and Thursdays throughout April
and early May on KET1:
• "Primary 2003: Republicans
for Governor I" on Monday, April
7, at 7 p.m.
• -Primary 2003: Democrats for
Secretary of State" on Thursday,
April 10. at 8 p.m.
•"Primary 2003: Democrats for
Governor I" on Monday, April 14,
at 7 p.m.
• "Primary 2003: Republicans

volunteer who registers for the
event will be given a ticket for the
drawings. and every.one is encouraged to bring a friend.
Edwarti,explained that the staff
at Wrangi,rs gets very busy maintaining and operating the facilities
at the campground itself.
Volunteers have made a significant contribution to the cleanliness
and beauty of the lakeshorc trails
and the woodlands areas. All this
lends to the enjoyment and experience of all riders who enjoy
Wranglers trails.
This clean-up will be the first of
nine volunteer projects planned
throughout the year at Wranglers
Campground. The campground
gatehouse •maintains a projects list
and volunteer sign-up forms for
this and future projects. Interested
volunteers can also call Matt
Edwards at 270-924-2031. Preis
welcome.
registration
Two new signs have been conRegistration-begins at 8:30 a.m. the structed recently to
welcome visiday of the clean-up at the Pavilion. tors to Murray. The brick-columned
Land Between The Lakes is signs are located on Highway 94
managed by the USDA Forest East and Highway 641 North.
The
Murray
Tourism
Service, one of the nation's leading
Commission
implemented
the sign
providers of outdoor recreation.
program last year to improve the
more
information • on look of the signs and give visitors a
For
Wranglers Campground or Land good impression of Murray before
-Between The -takes,--catt 270-924- they even have a chance to get into
2000, 1-800-LBL-7077 or visit town.
The commission has budgeted
www.lbl.org.

Attorney
Generalon
Thursday, April 17. at 8 p.m.
• "Primary 2003: Republicans
for Lieutenant Governor- on
Monday, April 21, at 7 p.m.
•"Primary 2003: Democrats for
Attorney General" on Thursday,
April 24, at 8 p.m.
•"Primary,2003: Democrats for
Lieutenant Governor" on Monday.
April 28, at 7 p.m.
•"Primary 2003: Candidates for
Commissioner of Agriculture" on
Thursday, May 1, at 8 p.m.
• "Primary 2003: Republicans
for Governor II" on Monday, May
5, at 7 p.m.
•"Primary 2003: Candidates for
Auditor" on Thursday, May 8, at 7
p.m.
•"Primary 2003: Democrats for
Governor II" on Monday. May 12.
at 7 p.m.
The
forums
will
be
videostreamed during the broadcasts and archived for later viewing on KET's Web site at
www.ket.org/election.
"Primary 2003" is produced by
Deidre Clark and directed by Carl
Babcock. Donna Moore is executive producer. All programs in this
series are closed-captioned for the
deaf and hard-of-hearing. Viewers
can find out More about programming on KET's four digital channels by visiting the KET Web site
at www.ket.org.
or

Murray Tourism Commission
needs land for new signs
for six signs over a three-year period, covering all main entrances into
town. In order to get started on the
next project, land must be secured
near the city limits. The commission has had trouble finding land to
use on Highways 94 West, 121
North, 121 South and 641 South.
Contact Ryan Ray, executive
director of the Murray Tourism
Commission, at (270) 759-2199 if
you would be interested in having a
sign placed on your land,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, April 4,
2003:
You know what you want. Be careful not
to push those in authority away from
you. Head in a predestined direction,
understanding what your long-term goals
are. Often others wonder how and why
you spend your money. Remember, you
don't have to explain yourself, unless
you're in a partnership. If you are single,
your magnetism will speak, drawing
many to you. You have the pick of many.
If you are attached, your relationship will
bloom if you maintain common interests.
Work on a cause together. TAURUS
helps build your confidence.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
*** Financial matters take precedence. You might want to investigate
more of what is happening with others.
You push hard to get others to accept
your ideas and answers. Don't be belligerent; be open to your potential.
Consider what you want. Tonight: Treat
others to munchies.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Initially, your high energy
might not be as focused as you would
like it to be. Nevertheless, you could discover that you need a few days off to
rebuild and center. You might wonder
what motivates someone quite close to
you. Discussions lead you in a new direction. Tonight: As you like it.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
*** Know when to sit back and do
some daydreaming. You might enjoy
some downtime to complete a project
that is a bit overdue. Be careful with your
anger and how you express it. You want
others to hear you, don't you? Take your
time. Tonight: Mosey on home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Facts from an associate could
be out of sync. You might need to follow
through on what needs to happen within
a friendship. Don't push too hard to get
things your way. Relax and understand
what a friend means, rather than just listening to the words. Tonight: Let the
good times roll.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others look to you for confirmation, if not direction Someone close
or a work associate could be extremely
confused. Understand what makes this
person tick. Listen to what someone
wants before you come to a snap dm-

sion. Tonight: Leader of the gang.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Visualize. If need be, find an
expert. You'll gain information if you
allow yourself to float and enjoy.
Consider what you believe to be an
option. Think in terms ofgaining more of
what you want. Don't follow the tried
and true path. Break old patterns.
Tonight: Split town, if possible.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Deal with a loved one directly.
You could find someone to be rather
testy, if not difficult. You need to refrain
from getting into a my fault/your fault
type of situation. Remember the value of
this person in your life. Work as a team.
Tonight: Dinner for two.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Others run with the ball, no
matter what you say or do. Just roll over
and get into the swing of things. You
could be surprised by the outcome.
Defer, as you really have very little
choice. Keep discussions open and flowing. Don't close down. Tonight: Out.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You want to complete a job to
your specs, which is good. Somehow,
you might not find that others will do
what you want and believe is necessary.
Dig into work, realizing that it is Friday.
Everyone needs a weekend. Roll out the
door as soon as possible. Tonight: Easy
does it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to go more
than halfway with a personal matter.
Illuminate a situation with your insight
and creativity. Presentation might have
everything to do with the'net results. Use
your dynamic personality,and others will
respond. Tonight: Romp on out the door.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 7
*** Deal with personal and domestic
matters first. Not everyone will or can
agree with you. You need to think
through a discussion rather than blurt out
your ideas in your customary format.
Ask for help and more feedback if you
need it. Tonight: Head on home.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your ability to understand others comes out with a friend who could
easily go into a tirade. Express what
might be happening for you; don't let
questions mark your conversations. The
clearer you are, the more succeSs you
will gain, both personally and professionally. Tonight: Close to home, please.
BORN TODAY
Actor Anthony Perkins(1932), magician
David' Blaine (1973), actor Robert
Downey Jr.(1965)

By Peter H. Dort, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor is a
man of few words. Years ago, I was
diagnosed with "nervous stomach "
What are the symptoms?
DEAR READER With all due
respect, you are precisely the person
to answer this question because you
have been told you have the disorder'
Years ago, nervous stomach was
usually diagnosed if a patient suffered
from indigestion, gas. occasional nausea and feeling unwell. Over time, the
definition was extended to include
abdominal discomfort, bloating, constipation or diarrhea — the very
symptoms that doctors associate with
irritable bowel syndrome (sometimes
termed spastic colon).
Although your doctor may not be
talkative, I believe that he should
answer your questions and decide
where you fit in the spectrum of what
physicians now call functional bowel
disorders.
To give you related information. I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Irritable Bowel Syndrome."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR GOTT: I've suffered
from thrombophlebitis since 1968.
What causes this condition? Is there a
cure? I've taken Coumadin on and off
but the condition invariably returns.
DEAR READER: For reasons that
are usually unclear, some people have
a tendency to form blood clots in their
veins, especially the legs. Called
thrombophlebitis or deep vein thrombosis. the condition causes swelling
and pain, and can become very seri-

/ FEED N
THE NEED
First Sunday of
the Month

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

ous if pieces of a clot break off and are
carried to a lung. Known as pulmonary embolism, this event will
cause chest pain, difficulty breathing
and — in some instances -- death.
Some patients have abnormal proteins in their blood or venous diseases
that predispose them to thrombophlebitis.
In any case, the standard therapy
for this affliction, regardless of cause,
is an oral anticoagulant, usually warfarin (Coumadin). The medicine is
ordinarily prescribed for months or
even years. I have several patients in
my practice who have successfully
taken Coumadin for more than 20
years. Like you, when they discontinued the drug, the thrombophlebitis
recurred.
There are, of course, risks with this
therapy. Abnormal bleeding may
appear. Nonetheless, by monitoring
the effects of Coumadin (with periodic
blood tests) and by meticulously
adjusting the doses of the medication,
have had no problems with this
treatment. And, given the seriousness
of the no-treatment alternatives, my
patients have been well satisfied
Rather than going "on and off"
Coumadin, you might be better served
by choosing consistent and permanent therapy. Ask your doctor about
this.
As an alternative, you could consider having a simple operation to place
a filter in your vena cava, the major
abdominal vein. While this technique
does not affect the thrombophlebitis,
it does prevent clots from reaching
the lungs. However, in my experience,
people usually opt for Coumadin over
surgery.
A final warning: Hidden cancer
commonly causes thrombophlebitis.
Although this is highly unlikely in
your case (because you've had problems for more than 30 years). patients
who suddenly develop thrombophlebitis without obvious cause
such as prolonged air travel, varicose
veins or trauma) should be tested for
an undiagnosed malignancy.
Copyright 2003 Newspaper Enterprise A.ssn
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ANY PLACE TO
60 ALL DRESSED
LAP LIKE THIS,
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IT ISN'T "ALL
DRESSED DOWN
AND NO PLACE.
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'ALL
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AND NO PLACE
TO 60

BUT THAT'S TNE
EXPRESSION, ISN'T IT?
"ALL DRESSED UP AND
NO PLAGE TO 607

Joe Sills, director, and James Light,
ID years ago
DEAR ABBY Years ago, when I
director.
associate
porshook
earthquake
minor
A
first became a daughter-in-law, it
of Mrs. Hill Gardner
The
home
April
on
Kentucky
Western
of
a
be
to
tions
not
was a good lesson in how
on Old Murray -Paris Road was
mother-in-law So when our son
I between 8 and 10 p.m , but no
nearly a total lost from a fire there
became engaged, I told his chosen
damage or injuries were reported.
one I considered her "in-law" status
early this morning
The epicenter was thought to be 20
only a legality, that I felt I was
Johnny Scott, son of Mr and
miles west, southwest of Paducah
gaining a daughter, and that wives
John Ed Scott, was named
Mrs
in
die
Bland%
between Barlow and
should always come before mothers.
of the annual scholarship
winner
Ballard County.
My husband and I offered advice
the Creative Arts Departby
given
Fulkerson
Walton
Mrs.
still
and
kept
Mr
and
only when asked
ment of the Murray Woman's Club.
when we saw them do something
will be marned 50 years April 8.
40 years ago
we thought was a mistake.
Ashley Thurman and Melissa
When our son had to travel out of
Tommy Dyer. sixth grader at
Lampkins of Thurman School of
town for additional job training, Dad
Kirksey Elementary School, won
won honors at the
Murray.
Dance.
and I moved into their home at their plete independence.
the Calloway County Spelling Bee.
Ballroom Classic held
request We had a great time with
— Thou shalt speak only kindly Music City
NashHotel.
land
He will enter the Mid-South SpellOpry
at
27
March
our grandchildren and made it pos- and loyally about them.
Bee in Memphis. Tenn. Seventh
ing
Tenn
ville.
sible for our son and his wife to have
— Thou shalt not find fault
grade winner was Jerry Burkeen of
uninterrupted time for each other.
— Thou shalt not visit them too
20 years ago
Almo Elementary School and
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Family receives phone call from
rescued POW Jessica Lynch
PALESTINE, W.Va.(AP) — The family of
Army Pfc. Jessica Lynch received an eagerly
anticipated telephone call Wednesday evening
from their daughter, hospitalized in Germany
one day after being rescued from an Iraqi hospital.
Lynch's father Greg Lynch Sr. said his eldest
daughter was in good spirits despite extreme
hunger, and Angel Joy, Lynch's cousin, said the
19-year-old Army supply clerk suffered from
two broken legs and a broken right arm.
During the 10-minute conversation, Lynch
sounded groggy as she said she hadn't eaten in
eight days, her father said.
U.S. officials in Kuwait said on condition of
anonymity that Lynch is believed to have at least
one gunshot wound, in addition to the broken
legs and aim.
"She's too tired right now to comment on" the
gunshot wound report, said her brother Greg
Lynch Jr., who enlisted in the Army the same day
his sister did. "She's weak, she knows she's
injured and they're doing the best that they can
to get her so she can travel."
A military transport plane carrying Lynch
arrived at the Ramstein Air Base in Germany
Wednesday evening. Lynch was taken to
Landstuhl Regional Medical Center in southwestern Germany for treatment.
Lynch's father said since his daughter is
expected to be transferred to Walter Reed
Hospital in Washington "as soon as possible"
after surgery, the family will not go to Germany.
The family expects another call from her
Thursday morning.

"She's tired and she... wants to rest and come
home as soon as she's able to travel," her brother said.
Lynch was listed as missing in action on
March 23 after her 507th Maintenance Company
I5-member convoy took a wrong turn and came
under attack in southern Iraqi.
'Although several convoy members were captured and others were listed as dead or missing,
Lynch's family held daily prayer meetings hoping for her safe return.
About 6 p.m. on a warm spring evening
Tuesday, the Department of Defense called to
say Lynch had been rescued.
Acting on a CIA tip, U.S. special operations
forces slipped behind enemy lines and seized
Lynch from the Saddam Hospital, military officials said. They had to fight their way into and
out of the building, but there were no coalition
casualties, said Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks, a
U.S. Central Command spokesman.
"It takes a brave bunch of people to risk their
own lives to go in and free a hostage," her father
said Wednesday during a news conference at the
family's home. "We didn't even know she was
captured.
"Last we heard, she was just missing in
-action. So that was a big shock when we found
out she was captured."
The family first thought Tuesday night's call
was an April Fool's joke, but was later assured
the call wasn't a prank.
During the news conference, Lynch's father
said he wanted to tell his daughter:"We love her,
and the little brat caused a big stir in this coun-

Lynch
ty."
About 80 residents gathered at a church in
Elizabeth Wednesday night to celebrate Lynch's
rescue. They sang hymns and "America the
Beautiful" and praised Lynch's recovery as a
miracle.
"We in West Virginia are family. That's one
thing that makes living in this state so wonderful," Pastor Herald Francis said.
News of Lynch's rescue spread quickly
through Win County, population 5,893.
Neighbors were passing along the good news by
telephone or by rushing next door.
"A neighbor came running over, bursting in
the front door crying, saying 'They found her,
,.they found her. She's safe," said Linda Williams
of Elizabeth, a 12th-grade teacher at Win County
High School.

u shots prevent heart disease, strokes in elderly
BY S EPHANIE NANO
Assoc ted Press Writer
Flu hots may do more for the elderly than
fend of the flu bug — they also protect against
heart dis ase and stroke, new research shows.
Results a large study of more than 286,000
elderly, appearing in Thursday's New England
Journal of. Medicine, show hospital stays for
heart disease or stroke during two flu seasons
were substantially reduced among those who got
flu shots.
"Influenza may be even worse than we
thought. And flu shots might be even better than
we thought," said researcher Dr. Kristin Nichol
of the Minneapolis Veterans Affairs Medical
en er.
New government figures show influenza contributes to an average 36,000 annual U.S. deaths.
Flu shots are now recommended for all adults
50 and older. In 2001, about 63 percent of those
over 65 were vaccinated in the United States.
The flu vaccine reduces deaths overall and
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LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A telephone, using the toilet cornew study, conducted in part by rectly or remembering things
University
of
Kentucky that happened just minutes ago.
researchers, shows the drug,
The study's participants were
rnemantine, could be the first extremely challenging for their
effective treatment for patients family members to care for.
in late stages of Alzheimer's dis"These folks are having trouease.
ble even putting together senThe study found that, over a tences," Schmitt said. "They're
six-month period, memantine the folks who confuse sons with
slowed the mental and physical husbands or fathers."
deterioration of people with
Although some patients evenmoderate to severe Alzheimer's tually ended, up in a nursing
by helping prevent brain-cell home, Schmitt said, memantine
death.
appeared to help people live at
"This is a big thing," said Dr. home for at least six months
Barry Reisberg, a professor of longer than expected.
psychiatry
at New
York
Schmitt believes that the
University, who led the study of sooner memantine is used, it
252 patients. "The family mem- could slow the advance of
bers who come to me will be Alzheimer's by half.
greatly heartened by the advent
The New England Journal
of a treatment."
article said memantine appeared
The New England Journal of to have no major side effects.
Medicine published the findings Patients on an inactive pill for
Wednesday. The research was comparison were more agitated
conducted at 32 centers, includ- and were just as incontinent as
ing the University of Kentucky's patients on memantine. Ten perSanders-Brown
Center on cent of those on memantine had
Aging.
insomnia or diarrhea, compared
The study was funded by the with 8 percent on the inactive
drug's German manufacturer, pill.
Merz Pharmaceuticals, and the
Memantine is being reviewed
National Institute on Aging.
by the Food and Drug
A second study of memantine Administration, and Schmitt
used with one of the current hopes that it will be for sale in
Alzheimer's drugs — Aricept — the United States in a year.
suggests the combination actualThe drug works by blocking
ly improves memory and think- the activity of glutamate, a
ing skills in advanced patients.
chemical in the brain that excites
That study is being presented nerve.cells.
Thursday at the American
When nerve cells stimulated
Academy of Neurology's annual by glutamate become overexcitmeeting.
ed, as happens in people with
Frederick Schmitt, a UK neu- Alzheimer's, cells associated
rology professor, led UK's part with memory and learning can
of the New England Journal die or be damaged.
study, which included six
For 20 years, memantine has
• Alzheimer's patients. Schmitt been used in Germany and other
yze-the data.
_countries-_to—treat
ornlo ical
He said people with moderate conditions. European regulatory
to severe Alzheimer's have trou- authorities recently approved it
ble with such tasks as keeping for use in patients with severe
track of a checkbook, using the Alzheimer's.
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prevents pneumonia in the elderly, and some medicine at Vanderbilt University School of
small studies have suggested that they help ward Medicine, said the results need to be investigatoff heart disease and strokes.
ed further but reinforce an important message.
The researchers checked medical records for
"It offers even more reassurance and affirmathose over 65 enrolled in three managed-care tion as to the importance of getting your flu shot
plans in the Minneapolis, Portland, Ore., and annually," said Schaffner.
New York City areas during two flu seasons —
The researchers also found immunization cut
1998-1999 and 1999-2000. Of the 140,055 peo- hospital stays by about one-third for the flu and
ple studied in the first flu season, 56 percent pneumonia, a common complication, and
were vaccinated. In the second,60 percent of the • reduced by half the risk of death from any cause
146,328 enrollees got flu shots.
The findings are similar to previous studies.
They compared hospital stays for those who
Nichol said the connection between the flu
got shots and those who didn't. Flu vaccination and heart disease and stroke isn't clear but the
cut hospitalizations for heart disease by 19 per- virus could be affecting blood vessels and the
cent both seasons, the findings showed. Hospital development of clots in the brain and heart.
-the
first season and 23 percent the second.
gram to provide flu shots, noting that the gov"There are very few things we can do in med- ernment has launched a smallpox vaccine proicine that provide these kinds of benefits over a gram without a single case.
very Short period of time. This is huge," said
"We have an estimated 20-30,000 deaths due
Nichol.
to influenza. We need an organized, national vacDr. William Schaffner, head of preventive cine program each year," he said.

Study shows first
effective drug for
Alzheimer's disease
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